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A Preliminary Study on Murals Representing Stories from dPag bSam vKhri Shing 

(Kalpalatā) in the Assembly Hall of the Main Temple, Gong dKar Chos sDe, Gong 

dKar County, TAR 

 
Xiong Wenbin, China Tibetology Research Center 

Shargan Wangdue, TAR Cultural Relics Protection & Research Institute 
 
 
Gong dkar chos sde Monastery, one of the important monasteries of the Sa skya Sect, is 
located in a town called Gang stod in Gong dkar County, Tibetan Autonomous Region. The 
complex consists of the Main Temple, Kun bzang rtse and vBras spungs btsan khang and 
other buildings. According to the Tibetan text Biography of rDzong pa Kun dGav rNam rGyal, 
the monastery was built by Kun dgav rnam rgyal (1432-1496), the leader of the area of Gong 
dkar, in 1464 (Fire Monkey year). During the construction, the great master mKhyen rtse 
Chen mo (around the 15th century), the founder of the famous art school known as the 
mKhen rtse School in Tibet took part in the artistic decoration projects of murals and statues, 
and the monastery is reputed for his masterpieces it houses. In recent years, although 
international scholars have paid some attention to the murals representing the stories from 
dPag bSam vKhri Shing (Kalpalatā Avadāna) in the Assembly Hall, its location and content, 
and the date of these murals are still uncertain. On the basis of the investigation in 2010 
carried out with Mr. Shargan Wangdue from TAR Cultural Relics Protection & Research 
Institute, the speaker is going to focus on the murals representing the stories from dPag bSam 

vKhri Shing (Kalpalatā Avadāna) in the Assembly Hall. 
 
1. The location of murals of dPag bSam vKhri Shing (Kalpalatā Avadāna) in the Assembly 
Hall 
The Main Temple is two storeys high at the centre of the complex of Gong dkar chos sde. 
The first floor consists of the doorway, the central Assembly Hall, temples on its north and 
south sides, the gTsang khang temple to the east and its circular ambulatory. The Assembly 
Hall covers 48 capitals (6 x 8). On the north side of the Hall 4 temples, namely gDan khang, 
Guru lha khang, mGon khang and mChod khang are arranged from west to east. Opposite 
these temples are 4 temples including dKav vgyur lha khang, vJigs byed lha khang and 
mChod khang. Around the inner wall of the Assembly Hall is a set of murals representing the 
stories from dPag bSam vKhri Shing: the large picture of 32 Buddhas (maybe belonging to 
the 35 Confession Buddhas) are arranged in the centre of the wall, and the episodes of the 
stories of dPag bSam vKhri Shing are around each of the Buddhas. Each mural of dPag bSam 

vKhri Shing has an inscription including the number and title of the story in ink. Compared 
with the text dPag bSam vKhri Shing, the set of murals depicts the 108 stories of the text 
respectively, although the inscriptions do not mention it. The location of these narrative 
murals is as follows: the story of the number 3 is depicted on the north-west wall, the stories 
of the number 2 and the numbers 4–32 are respectively painted from the east to the west on 
the north wall, and the numbers 53–95 are respectively represented from the east to the west 
on the south wall. Finally, the numbers 33–52 are depicted from the south to the north on the 
south-west wall, namely the wall on the left side of the gate; the numbers 96–108 are painted 
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from the north to the south in the north-west wall, namely the right wall of the entrance. After 
careful examination, we found that the title of number 98 and 99 in the inscription is 
different from those in the text dPag bSam vKhri Shing. Besides, according to the text, 14 
stories are missing (they are respectively 1, 8, 17, 23-24, 27-28, 33-34, 46-47, 49, 55 and 69) 
for reasons which need to be researched.   
 
 
2. The location of murals of dPag bSam vKhri Shing in the wings of the Assembly Hall 
There is another set of murals representing the stories from dPag bSam vKhri Shing in its 
wings, namely in the temples on the north and the south of the Assembly Hall. All of these 
murals are painted on the exterior walls of these temples. The inscriptions under them not 
only bear the numbers and titles of the stories, but also have a brief introduction to their 
topic. More importantly most inscriptions definitely note that these murals are painted 
according to the text dPag bSam vKhri Shing wrote by the ancient Indian scholar dGe bavi 
dbang po. Judging from the different style of writing of inscriptions and murals, some of the 
extant murals were definitely repainted at a later date. As some murals and inscriptions have 
been partly damaged and some murals have been obstructed by the large statues erected in 
recent years, it is impossible to investigate all the murals for the time being. Here are some 
results of the investigation carried out on these murals: numbers 93–98 are painted on the 
west and north walls of the gDan khang, at least numbers 103–105 are depicted on the north 
wall of Guru lha khang, numbers 67–72 are represented on the south wall of vJigs byed lha 
khang. Finally, at least 10 stories are painted on the south and the west walls of dKav vgyur 
lha khang. It is very difficult to clarify their numbers and subject-matters for the time being 
as most inscriptions underneath them are lost.  
 
3. The date of the murals 
In the light of Tibetan historical records, the extant plan of the Assembly Hall and the styles 
of murals, these two sets of murals representing stories of dPag bSam vKhri Shing were 
created in two different periods. It is obvious that one was created during the construction of 
the monastery in the mid-15th century, and the other was created at a later time. First, 
comparing to the Biography of rDzong pa Kun dGav rNam rGyal, the space of the Assembly 
Hall became smaller. The text says that the area of the Assembly Hall was 64 capitals (8 x 8) 
after its completion instead of the 48 capitals extant today. Secondly, the temples of two 
wings (in terms of mGon khang and vJigs byed lha khang, it refers to their doorways) were 
added at a later period since their wall from north to south covered parts of the murals on the 
original wall of the Assembly Hall. Thirdly, the subject-matter of the murals of the north-east 
and south-east walls of the Assembly Hall not only consists of stories from dPag bSam vKhri 

Shing, but also of Tibetan and Mongolian people including the fifth Dalai Lama (1617–1682), 
Gushri Khan (1582–1654) among others as they lived in the 17th century. Finally, from a 
stylistic side, the set of murals of dPag bSam vKhri Shing in the Assembly Hall is strongly 
influenced by the sMan thang School of the Qing Dynasty (1368–1644), which is very close 
to those in bSam yas Monastery, Jo khang Temple and the Potala Palace. On the other hand, 
the murals of the same topic in the temples on the two wings are much earlier, and they are 
out of the hand of mKhyen tse Chen mo. Of course, some of them were repainted in later 
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periods. 
In short, according to the texts, plan of building, topics and styles of murals, it may be 
concluded as follows: The Assembly Hall was built in 1464–1465, but the temples located on 
its two wings were added at the end of the 17th century. The outer wall of two wings was the 
original inner wall of the Assembly Hall and the murals on it were painted in 1464–1465 by 
the great master mKhyen rtse Chen mo. In terms of murals of the same topic on the inner 
wall of today’s Assembly Hall, they were created after the completion of construction of its 
two wings. In other words, they were painted in or after the 17th century.  
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The Ü-Tsang (dBus gTsang) and Tangut (Xixia) style in the wall paintings of cave 

temples of Western Tibet: the examples of Sangda (Zanda) and Pargarbu (Ali Barkhor) 

Caves 

 
Huo Wei / Zhang Changhong, China Tibetology Research Institute, Sichuan University 

 
 
Zanda1 and Ali Barkhor Grottos2 are two places among Buddhist caves that have been 
discovered recently by an archaeological expedition in the river valley of Langqin Zangbo in 
the Tibetan Autonomous Region. The numerous questions probing into the date of the wall 
paintings in these caves and the artistic style have attracted a great deal of attention of 
academia both abroad and in China. These two grottos have common subject matters. For 
instance, the thematic depictions of Buddha Amitāyus, seven medicine Buddhas 
(Bhaiṣajyaguru Buddhas) and Śākyamuni in Zanda also recur in the reliefs found in Ali 
Barkhor Grotto. In grotto number one in Ali Barkhor, the relief in the lower part of the west 
wall and the lower part of the east wall depict in array twelve deities including seven 
medicine Buddhas, Gautama, Buddha Amitāyus, Green Tara and four-armed Guanyin 
respectively. The model of the Buddha Amitāyus in the first row of the lower part of the west 
wall is almost totally identical with the one found in Zanda: the cultic paraphernalia held in 
the four hands, the posture tilted to the right side, even the style of the diadems and the 
pleated short pants are analogous.3 The seven medicine Buddhas and Gautama in Barkhor 
grotto are akin to those twelve deities depicted in the wall paintings in Zanda, including the 
skin complexion, cultic paraphernalia and flanking attendants that have many resemblances. 
These resemblances indicate that the design and compositions of the two wall paintings stem 
from the same base of plastic arts school and style. We are mindful of the relations between 
the reliefs in Zanda and Barkhor and the arts in Harhot [Mongol name for a city of the Tangut 
dynasty, Xixia, rendered as Heishui cheng in Chinese]. The next deity to the central deity in 
the lower row relief in Zanda is related to the Buddhoṣṇīṣa [Buddhoṣṇīṣa Dhāraṇī Sūtra]. It is 
featured with three faces, eight arms, fair complexion, and the third eye (ājñā) on each 
forehead, each of the three heads crowned with rhomboid diadems of triple gem. The middle 
arms are positioned before the bosom, the right arm holding the double rDo rje (thunderbolt) 
and the left hand is held in dharmacakra mudrā. The second right hand palm is stretched 
outwards on the knee, in varada mudrā, the left hand in vitarka mudrā gesture holding 
kuṇḍika (ritual ewer). The third right hand wields an arrow, the left a bow. The uppermost 
right hand holds up a lotus stem, the left hand is in abhaya mudrā gesture. The canons of the 

                                                        
1 The investigation material on these grottos is still in the process of being sorted out and has not yet 

been officially published. 
2  Huo Wei (2003): The Grotto Site in Barkhor, Ali Zada County in Xizang, in: Wenwu (2003) No 9, 

China Tibetology Research Institute of Sichuan University; Archaeological Department under 

Institute of History and Culture of Sichuan University; Bureau of Historical Relics of TAR, Radio 

and Television Bureau in Xizang Ali District. 
3 Ibid. pp. 46-47. Image No 7, 9. 
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make and plastic arts in both grottos are identical.4 In Harhot there has been found Uṣṇīṣa 
Vijaya painted on a wooden board, that has entirely identical paraphernalia.5 There has not 
occurred Vairocana with uṣṇīṣa (hair bun-like oval swelling on the top of the head), but the 
deities have stūpas on their heads, with attendants on both sides of the stūpa that are called 
Shiming, immortals floating in the cloud with kuṇḍika held in their hands. This is also 
identical to Uṣṇīṣa Vijaya discovered in Harhot, depicted in the middle of a mandala on a 
wooden board. At the same time, we are mindful of the similarly featured and arranged 
Uṣṇīṣa Vijaya drawn on spun silk that was found among the early paintings in Ü-Tsang 
region also with a stūpa on the head, attendants called Shiming, the design of the central 
deity and the attendants on both sides and Vidyārāja with four bodies in lotus position.6 
There are some slight variables only what concerns the minutiae. Apart from that, the white 
Guanyin with four arms depicted in the north wall in Zanda, has also been found in the lower 
part of the east wall of grotto in Barkhor. Both have two arrays of six images, among which 
the third on the front row is a Guanyin figure with four arms. Their skin complexion, cultic 
paraphernalia and mudrā gestures are entirely similar except for the attendants in the grotto 
in Zanda which are depicted in kneeling position.7 What seems worth heeding is that the 
four-faced Guanyin image in these two grottos were also found among the pictoral relics in 
Ü-Tsang, e.g. four-armed Guanyin with identical style in the lower parts of the thangkas that 
were dated approximately to the 12th century.8 The question for further discussion is where 
the origin of the Ü-Tsang and Tangut styles that converge in the wall paintings found in the 
grottos in west Xizang lies, whether the west Xizang and the Harhot styles possibly do have 
the same origin. That would lead to the plausibility that Ü-Tsang9, especially Dunhuang had 
served as an important entrepot connecting Ü-Tsang and the west of Xizang.  

                                                        
4 Alice Getty (1988): The Gods of Northern Buddhism: Their History and Iconography, New York, p. 

135. 
5 Xie Jisheng (2002): Tibetan Traditional Painting: Tangka Research on Tangut Archaeological 

Findings in Harhot, Hebei jiaoyu chubanshe, p. 94, Image No 35. 
6 Steven M. Kossak / Jane Casey Singer (1999): Sacred Visions: Early Paintings from Central Tibet, 

New York, pp. 64–66, Image No 6. 
7 Huo Wei (2003): p. 49, Image No 14. 
8 Steven M. Kossak / Jane Casey Singer (1999): Sacred Visions: Early Paintings from Central Tibet, 

New York, pp. 73–77, Image No 10, 11. 
9 Mister Xie Jisheng, on the basis of comparative research over Xizang and Ü-Tsang paintings, 

thinks that early wall paintings in Shalu monastery directly succeed from the Tangut-Tibetan 

traditional paintings. Xie Jisheng (2002): p. 252. 
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Rulers, translators and pundits 
On some murals and captions in the Lo tsa ba lha khang of Riba (mNga’ ris) 

 
Dr. Kurt Tropper, University of Vienna 

Prof. Cristina Scherrer-Schaub, Ecole Pratique des Hautes Etudes, Paris 
 
 
 [0.] The village of Riba (Tib. ri ba / ri pa) to the West of Tholing is located within a short 
distance of the Shipki-la and Radnis, the birth place of Rin chen bzang po. According to 
some sources the village belongs to the 21 small religious places (yul chung) that were 
founded by Rin chen bzang po. 
[1.] To this day, four temples are preserved, the most important being the Lo tsa ba lha 
khang, which will be the focus of our paper. By sheer coincidence, our visit to Riba on 26 
Sept. 2010 did fall almost on the same day as the one of Ghersi and Tucci in 1933. 
[2.] Ghersi and Tucci provided a description of the murals in the Lo tsa ba lha khang, but 
they did not notice eight painted figures that immediately attracted our attention and interest. 
These eight figures, as the appended captions indicate, represent the rulers, translators and 
teachers responsible for the reintroduction of Buddhism to Western Tibet. 
[3.] They are all well recorded in the colophons of Kanjur texts and in historical sources 
like bSod nams rtse mo’s Chos la ’jug pa’i sgo, Kun dga’ rdo rje’s Deb ther dmar po or Gu ge 
Khyi thang pa Jñānaśrī’s biography of Rin chen bzang po. To our knowledge, however, Rin 
chen bzang po and the other seven figures, who in one way or another were important during 
various phases of his vita and translating activities, were never represented in such a 
composition, and the murals of Riba are thus a unicum. 

[4.] Some elements seem to indicate that the paintings might be of later production, and the 
whole composition could well have been inspired by literary sources. And yet, the particular 
disposition of the painted figures seems to be pointing to a specific lineage of the textual 
tradition that will be questioned and shortly discussed in our paper. 
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The Scenes of the Buddha’s Life with Eight Great Stūpas 

in Mogao Cave 76 and Its Parallels from Tibet, Liao and Tangut Xia 

A case study for the involvement of artistic styles 
among ethnic nationalities of China from the 11th to the 13th century 

 
Jisheng Xie, Capital Normal University Beijing 

 
 
On the east wall of Cave 76 there are miracle murals depicting scenes from the Buddha’s 
life with eight stūpas, which is a subject matter appearing in northern Song or earlier Tangut 
Xixia. The extraterritorial style and Pāla motifs mean researchers tend to assimilate it with 
contemporary Tibet. However, in Tibet itself, especially in the central regions, it is difficult to 
find scenes, murals or sculptures dating to the 11th century. Some examples mentioned in 
Tibetan sources, such as sBa bzhed or lDevu chos vbyung, are identified as works influenced 
by Chinese stylistic elements. The surviving thangkas attributed to Central Tibet, two pieces 
dated to the 11th or 12th century, are in the Pāla style of east India and their images have not 
been found on the murals or sculptures of monasteries from that period. The absence of the 
eight stūpas scene in the phyi dar period is attributed to the doctrine of rising sects, such as 
the bKa’ gdams pas, an advanced teaching instead of decaying Mahāyāna Tantrism. In 
iconography the new ones paid attention to Rigs lnga of vajradhātu instead of the Buddha’s 
life or relics. The earliest stūpa in Tibet is the five stone mchod rten on the way to bSam yas 
Monastery.  
The emergence of mural scenes with eight stūpas in Cave 76 was closely related to the rise 
of Mantrayāna in a broader area from northern Song, Liao and Xixia, as well as of the 
Chinese translation of Sanskrit texts such as gNas chen po brgyad kyi mchod rten la bstod pa. 
The proto-version of the murals may be derived from the activities that in earlier Song many 
Chinese monks (over 300 persons) had been to central or eastern India to collect pattra 
manuscripts and relics as well as for pilgrimages to the holy sites of eight miracles. These 
monks arrived in the late 10th to 11th century, when illuminated pattra manuscripts were 
largely produced in the Pāla Dynasty. These monks returned to their hometowns via Guazhou 
and Shazhou (Dunhuang). Moreover, the years of these monks’ pilgrimages coincided with 
the emergence of the Buddha’s miracle scenes in Cave 76. I can therefore deduce that the 
images in Cave 76 originated from the illuminated pattra manuscripts with Śākyamuni 
miracles, unrelated to central Pala-Tibetan style. Meanwhile, according to some Chinese 
sources such as Wuchuanlu by the poet Fan Chengda, Chinese monks had been into Mang yul 
and even visited bSam yas Monastery when they went on pilgrimages in India. As a puzzle to 
art historians the li lugs style of the sculpture and murals of monasteries established in the 
11th century such as I wang, gNas gsar and Gra thang, may be connected to the events 
mentioned above.  
The belief for eight stūpas matched the Buddha worship as a saga in earlier Mahāyāna of 
Central Asia, and was closely linked to the concept symbolized in the Kizil Caves. It also fit 
with the erection of stūpas and search for relics by Uyghur in dharma ending ages. This gave 
a nomadic identity to the religious tendency of Liao, Xixia and Uyghur. It was easy for Liao 
and Xixia to accept a Chinese translation of the doctrine dealing with eight stūpas and 
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convert to Uyghur worship for eight stūpas and relics, so the belief for eight stūpas was very 
popular in Liao and Xixia. On the basis of combination between Mantrayāna and the Huayan 
sect Liao developed a new explanation for the eight stūpas. There is the commonness 
between Xixia and Liao Buddhism. Xixia Mantrayāna including the theory of the Huayan 
sect is an evolution of Liao Mantrayāna but the Xixia focused on the concept of the 
Wutaishan Huayan branch by Li Tongxuan. Having controlled the Silk Road which includes 
Dunhuang during the century and a half since 1032 Tanguts directly accepted the proto-
version from eastern India, which is displayed in wooden block carvings in the Pāla style. 
After keeping in touch with various sects of Tibetan Buddhism such as bKav rGyud and Sa 

sKya Xixia’s art received a strong influence from Central Tibet. In fact, in the Xixia Buddhist 
art in a “Tibetan” style there are two threads containing both eastern Indian and Central 
Tibetan stylistic elements. Continuing the tradition, the scene of the Buddha’s life with eight 
stūpas had been an important topic in earlier Xixia caves such as Yulinku, East Qianfodong 
and Wugemiao Caves. Because the relationship between Tangut Xia and the Tibetan 
Buddhist sects became so tight the iconographic body presented by the Śākyamuni image in 
vajrāsana with eight stūpas was taken by a new system, which was delegated by Bla ma, Yi 

dam, mGon po, mKha’ –gro ma and dKyil ’khor. Through the case study I try to track the 
history of the intercourse between Indian and Chinese art in the Middle Ages, and to define 
the relationship between the ethnic nationalities of China from the 11th to the 13th century.  
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The Dharmadhātu-vāgīśvara-mañjuśrī-maṇḍala of Nyag Lha khang in Mnga’ ris, Tibet 
 

Zhang Changhong, Center for Tibetan Studies, Sichuan University 
 
 
As Prof. Klimburg-Salter noticed, a pair of mandalas – the Vajradhātu- and the 
Dharmadhātuvāgīśvaramañjuśrī maṇḍalas – are common to the artistic and religious 
inventories of every known Buddhist temple complex and monastery in the Western 
Himalayas that date from around the 11th-12th centuries.10 This very pair of mandalas is also 
found in a horizontal composition in the Nyag Lha khang, a discovery made in 2007. It also 
dates to the 11th century.11 A small temple with an ambulatory, the pair of mandalas is painted 
on the northern and southern walls of Nyag Lha khang's ambulatory. The Vajradhātu-
maṇḍala is painted on the western side of the northern wall. The 
Dharmadhātuvāgīśvaramañjuśrī-maṇḍala occupies the entire southern wall and consists of 
more than two hundred icons. Its central figure is the Dharmadhātuvāgīśvaramañjuśrī with 
four heads and eight arms. Each of the four heads is white in color and a seated Buddha is 
painted in every petal of their five-petalled crowns. He holds the dharmacakra with both 
hands in front of his chest. In his right hands he holds, from top to bottom, a sword, an 
arrow, and a vajra; in his left hands he holds a bow, a book, and a bell. The eight Uṣṇīṣas are 
located in pairs above, below and to the right and left of the central figure, have more or less 
the same expression, and hold a wheel. The four corners are occupied by the four Prajñā-s: 
Māmaki (E), Locanā (S), Pāṇḍarā (W) and Tārā (N). Each of these has four heads and eight 
arms. The Māmaki (E) and Pāṇḍarā (W) are diagonally above the central figure, whereas 
Locanā (S) and Tārā (N) are diagonally below it. It will be noted that this description is 
exactly the same as the one in Tabo Monastery's assembly hall. A blue Akṣobhya is found on 
the right of Dharmadhātuvāgīśvaramañjuśrī and a yellow Ratnasaṃbhava is placed 
immediately to its right; a red Amitābha is found on the left of 
Dharmadhātuvāgīśvaramañjuśrī and a green Amoghasiddhi is placed immediately to its left 
(diagram 1). Each has four heads and eight arms, and is seated on his respective vehicle. 
Of similar mandalas found elsewhere, a virtually identical one is found in Tabo Monastery’s 
assembly hall.12 Painted on the upper level of the west wall, it does not seem to occupy a very 
important place and the mandala also appears simple. The form of the central figure, the 
attributes, the horizontal composition, and the topographical placement of the four Prajñā-s 
are exactly the same. The major difference resides in the color of the four heads, and the 
attribute of the central hands of the Mañjughoṣa. In Nyag, Mañjughoṣa’s four heads are 
painted white, while in Tabo, the four heads have different colors (white, blue, red and 
orange); in Nyag, the central hands hold a dharmacakra, whereas in Tabo they form the 
dharmacakra mudrā. The mandala, in traditional circular composition, is also found in Caves 
1 and 2 in Dung dkar, as well as in the assembly halls of Alchi and Sumda (Ladakh), and 

                                                        
10 Deborah E. Klimburg-Salter, The Dharmadhātu-vāgīśvara-mañjuśrī-maṇḍala, Tabo ’du khang, 

Tabo Studies II, Roma, 1999, p. 299. 
11 Huowei, Zhangchanghong, Luhongliang Acta Archaeologica Sinica (Kao gu xue bao), vol. 4, 

2009, pp. 547-577. 
12 Deborah E. Klimburg-Salter, Tabo, A Lamp for the Kingdom, Milan, 1997, pp. 113-120. 
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Nako (Kinnaur). The obvious shared features are the form of the central figure with its four 
heads, eight arms, the dharmacakra mudrā, attributes, and the color of the main head. But the 
main difference is the coloring of the four heads. No two mandalas are identical (diagram 2). 
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Cultural Transfer Gilgit/Tibet: The Arts of the Book 

 

Deborah Klimburg-Salter, University of Vienna 
 
 

 The importance of the Tibetan occupation, from the 7th century, of present day northern Pakistan 
for the cultural history of Tibet has been largely obscured by the emphasis on the visual culture of 
the phyi dar (Latter Diffusion of Buddhism) patronized by the kings of Purang-Guge. The latter 
historical narrative derives in large part from textual sources originating during the West Tibetan 
Guge revival of the 15th century. 
 Only recently have scholars (i.e. Denwood and Scherrer-Schaub) begun to explore the 
artistic culture that can be associated with Tibetan patronage in the northwestern part of the 
subcontinent, that is the western borderlands of the Tibetan Empire, from the late 7th to the 10th 
centuries. The contemporaneous visual culture was heterogeneous – within the same region rock 
cut Buddhist images in at least 2 quite different styles were associated with Tibetan or Indic 
inscriptions, respectively. There was always a consistent relationship between the linear early 
Western Himalayan style and Tibetan inscriptions on the one hand (example Shey), and a 
volumetric post Gupta Kashmiri style with Śārāda inscriptions on the other hand (ex. Dras).  
The only extensive example of wall painting in the early Western Himalayan style (Klimburg-
Salter 2008) survives in the Tabo old Entry Hall (sgo khang) dated to 996. Both the style and the 
iconography is quite distinct from the official art patronized by the Kings of Purang-Guge from the 
11th century as seen in the renovation period 1042 paintings and sculptures of the Assembly Hall 
(‘du khang) in Tabo. 
 The only other painting to survive in the early Western Himalayan style are found on 3 
covers deposited in a stūpa in Gilgit. The covers have been attributed to the ca. 9th century and 
therefore to the period of Tibetan occupation. However it is impossible to say if these painted book 
covers were produced under Tibetan patronage. The book covers were found together with a 
Sanskrit text of the Saṃghātasūtra. These book covers were the latest of 3 pairs of book covers 
deposited, apparently at the same time, in the Gilgit stūpa. The paintings on the inside of the 3 book 
covers, attributed to the 7th to 9th centuries, have been published several times. However, the 
paintings on the outside of the book covers have only been studied once (Klimburg-Salter 1991). I 
would like to return to this topic in order to explore in greater depth the implications for cultural 
transfer between Gilgit and Tibet. 
 An unusually high percentage of metal sculptures survived in Tibet that can be attributed to 
this general region and the 7th to ca. the 9th centuries. A proportionately large number of these 
sculptures are attributable to northern Pakistan. A number of these metal sculptures have Śārāda 
inscriptions that allow the images to be associated with the reign of the Poṭala Śāhi kings in Gilgit. 
Iconographic features, such as donor representations, demonstrate that the sculptures and the book 
covers belong to the same visual culture. The almost perfect condition of these, sometimes large 
and complex, metal sculptures suggests that they must have been carefully transported at an early 
date over the long and dangerous route to Tibet where they were respectfully preserved into the 
20th century.  
Not only armies, but also pilgrims traveled from Mt. Kailash in Western Tibet to northern 
Pakistan (Uḍḍiyāna). Conversely, sacred objects were taken to Tibet as relics of the Holy Land, 
home of Guru Rinpoche, Padmasaṃbhāva.  
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 The essential artifacts – the core of the massive missionary and translation process known as “the 
First Diffusion of Buddhism” – were the sacred Sanskrit texts that were translated into Tibetan as 
the foundation for the introduction of Buddhist practice into Tibet. This discussion will focus on 
one aspect of this extensive process of cultural transfer - the “arts of the book”, with particular 
emphasis on the decorated book covers.  
 Although until now only metal sculptures have been identified as objects of this cultural 
transfer it is certain that this extraordinary logistic effort was not limited to the metal sculptures, 
but included other valued sacred objects. It seems reasonable to propose that Sanskrit mss. and their 
covers were also carried from northern Pakistan to Tibet.  
One of the most fascinating and potent examples of the connection between visual culture and 
systems of knowledge is the design of the book and its covers. This is an important topic. The 
written word, and hence the “book”- stands at the very heart of the Tibetan Buddhist missionary 
effort, although the great majority of Tibetans at that time were certainly illiterate. 
  It has been demonstrated that the book had multiple purposes: above all the Indic and 
particularly Sanskrit text was an authentic witness to the true Dharma – it was something to be 
read, but above all to be venerated. That is the sacred text as a “book” was venerated as a cult 
object. 
The appearance of the book - how it looked - was important for those who would read it but also 
for those who would see it, but not read it. The wooden covers, particularly the exterior surface, 
were the most visible component. The covers not only protected, but also honored the text. It has 
been suggested that the book began to be decorated – calligraphic script, illumination, decorated 
covers – as a component of its increasing importance as a cult object. 
We know very little about how the appearance of the earliest Tibetan mss. and their covers during 
the “First Diffusion of Buddhism”. Indeed, no complete illustrated mss. with its original decorated 
book covers are known to me prior to the early 12th century. The earliest Tibetan mss covers known 
to me have been attributed to the 11th or 11/12th centuries. 
Although the paintings on the inside of the 3 pairs of book covers are quite different from each 
other, the exterior painting on all 3 wooden covers use the same theme - the running vine motif. A 
comparative formal analysis of the paintings on the outside of the covers demonstrates an evolution 
in the depiction of the running-vine motif into the fully developed decorative concept found later 
on the exterior of decorated Tibetan book covers, Bon and Buddhist. But, this motif is also popular 
on the exterior of the painted book covers found with Sanskrit mss. from the 12th century. 
Therefore, it must be emphasized that it is not possible to say that this tradition originated in the art 
of northern Pakistan. Rather, the Gilgit book covers must be seen as chance survivals that point to a 
tradition that was known in the extended area (including western Central Asia and Kashmir). 
I will demonstrate that the type of exterior book cover design found on the Gilgit mss. cover no. 3 
was transferred to Tibet as an entire decorative concept. Not only the elaborated split-palmette 
forming the running vine motif but also the pearl border framing this motif.  
The decoration was used on both Buddhist and Bon mss. and continues to be a favored decorative 
theme up to the present time. 
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Western/Central Tibet and Khotan. 

Various approaches for the study of cultural interactions between Western and Central 

Tibet and the oasis of Khotan at the end of the first millennium 

 

Erika Forte, University of Vienna 
 
 
The intercultural relationship between the oasis of Khotan in Xinjiang and Tibet, especially the 
one that manifested itself in art, is an issue that has been underlined by Tucci in the early 30’s in 
his Indo-Tibetica (and later, in 1949: Tibetan Painted Scrolls). Tucci stated, based on his 
observations on the style of the sculptures and paintings at the temples of Samada and Iwang (Ye 
dmar), the importance of the role played by central Asia and in particular by Khotan in early 
Tibetan art. Tucci’s conclusions were supported, in the case of Iwang, by the inscriptions that 
actually described the paintings as being made in the style of Li (Khotan), “Li lugs”.  
Historical vicissitudes explain the particular cultural link between Tibet and eastern central Asia, 
which resulted of the direct contacts that occurred especially during the expansion of the Tibetan 
empire into the region of the Tarim basin in the 7th-9th centuries. Within this wider frame of cultural 
exchanges it is interesting to note the importance given to “the style of Khotan”, meaning that the 
relation with Khotan had a special weight in the cultural history of Tibet.  
What is even more interesting is the fact that the adoption of the style of Khotan seems to be the 
result of an actual presence of Khotanese (artists, monks, translators) in the territory of Tibet. The 
memory of this fact is kept in the Tibetan literary sources. Beside the traditions saying that one of 
the Buddhist art styles of Tibet originated from the Li Country (=Khotan), also other references are 
found on the presence of Khotanese artists in Tibet prior to the 10th century. Yet other references 
concern the arrival of monks who came to Tibet to seek refuge from the lack of support of 
Buddhism that followed the expansion of the Qarakhanids in eastern central Asia and their 
subsequent conquest of Khotan at the end of the 10th c./beginning of the 11th century. 
Despite of the textual evidence, however, the character of the Khotanese style imported to Tibet in 
the first period (8th-9th century) remains unclear.  
This obscurity depends mainly on the existing gap in the documentation available.  
On the one hand there is the question of the late Khotanese Buddhist art: previous studies on 
Khotanese art based on the archaeological discoveries made at the beginning of the 20th century 
indicate that the Buddhist artistic production of Khotan belongs primarily to the 8th century 
(Williams 1973) and show that there seems to be no evidence for a latter phase of Buddhist art in 
Khotan. Interestingly, Buddhist activity in Khotan was indeed still alive and fully supported by the 
reigning class even after the 8th century, as proven by documents and paintings in Dunhuang. On 
the other hand there is a lack of documentation for the early Tibetan Buddhist art (the earliest 
extant works for Central and Western Tibet are commonly dated to the 11th century). Thus, the gap 
we are faced with occurs exactly in the period (late 8th-10th century) which supposedly should have 
been that of major interaction between Tibet and Khotan and thereby the most significant in terms 
of cultural exchanges.  
The research done in different fields (archaeological, art historical, historical) in the last decades 
offers new elements for comparison and study. Particularly interesting are the following:   
1. Communication routes between Tibet and the southern Silk Road. The existence of a road (or 
more than one) that connected more directly northern and western Tibet with the oasis of Khotan 
has been proposed and seemingly confirmed by archaeological and literary data, showing that a 
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direct communication existed between Khotan and Tibet at a period earlier than the diffusion of 
Buddhism.  
2. Archaeological investigations in Khotan after the 80s, especially those carried on in the eastern 
and northern areas of the oasis in the last decade (Dandān-oiliq, Domoko) can be significant for 
examining the last phase of Khotanese Buddhist art. The Buddhist ruins discovered in southern 
Domoko (Chira county) have shown that, while being connected to other sites of the Khotan oasis 
previously investigated (especially Dandān-oiliq and to some extents to Balawaste, generally dated 
to the 6th -8th c.), there are elements that seem quite peculiar to these ruins. The possibility given by 
the archaeologists that the use of the temples in Domoko continued into the 10th-11th century should 
provide a valuable hint to encourage the re-examination of the evidence of the last phase of 
Buddhism in Khotan and the possible connections to artistic development in Buddhist art of the 
same period in the adjacent regions. 
3. Archaeological research in Western Tibet from the last 20 years has offered further material for 
finding connection or similarities in style, typology, iconographic content of objects/painting that 
support the idea of direct and mutual contact with Khotan.  
 
This paper will give a view of the panorama disclosed by these trends of research, suggesting that 
we cannot deny a connection between Khotan and Tibet. Nevertheless, this connection has a 
complexity that needs to be approached through different levels of investigation: comparisons with 
artistic production from Northern India become necessary in order to understand the mechanism of 
artistic interaction between Khotan and Tibet, and, more broadly, in the western Himalayan area.  
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The "Early Mustang Kanjur" and its Descendents 

 

Helmut Tauscher / Bruno Lainé, University of Vienna 
 
 
In recent years, international Kanjur research abandoned the idea that all known Kanjur editions 
are descendents of the Old Narthang Kanjur (1310+), transmitted in the traditions of the Kanjurs of 
Tshal pa (1347-51) and Them spangs ma (1431). Apart of these two main transmission lines, a 
group of "local Kanjurs" is now widely accepted, which are to various degrees interrelated with 
each other as well as with the two main Kanjur traditions, all of which resulted from several 
centuries of copying, revision and conflation of the texts translated from Sanskrit, Chinese and 
Central Asian languages from the 9th c. onward. The majority of the known "local Kanjurs", 
however, seem to be closer to Them spangs ma than to Tshal pa. 
 One of those is the "Early Mustang Kanjur", as Eimer named it in his 1999 edition of its dkar 

chag. It was produced at the order of King A ma dpal bzang po rgyal mtshan, the founder of Lo 
man thang, because "in consequence of the very long time elapsed, several volumes had decayed 
and … no complete volume of the Kanjur existed in any one place". This points to the "Golden 
Kanjur" prepared for the royal family of Mustang in 1436-47, according to the biography of Ngor 
chen Kun dga’ bzang po, copying material from Sa skya (PEISSEL 1970: 245). In Sa skya, activities 
to collect canonical material had started around 1272, sponsored by the Mongol imperial family, 
and massive collective undertakings took place in 1285-87 (SCHAEFFER/VAN DER KUJIP 2009: 
14f.). 
 
The first information about this Kanjur comes from the French anthropologist Michel Peissel, 
who visited Mustang in 1964. In 1996, the NGMPP could take some sample photos of the Kanjur, 
and Klaus-Dieter Mathes (1997) published a preliminary study and detailed analysis of it. In 1999, 
Helmut Eimer published its "mDo sngags bka' 'gyur dkar chag" from photos taken by the NGMPP 
in the Mu gu district in Western Nepal during an expedition in 1988.  
 Remains (or descendents) of the Kanjur are supposed to be still extant in Lo man thang and 
in Tsa rang in Mustang. One copy, a Golden Kanjur, is in the possession of the Raja Jigme Palbar 
Bista in Lo man thang; a second one, also a Golden Kanjur, belongs to his son Jigme Bista in 
Tsarang (). Both these Kanjurs are supposed to be copies of the "Early Mustang Kanjur" of 1436 ().   
 However, no further study of this Kanjur was possible after 1996. Thus, Eimer's catalogue of 
the "Early Mustang Kanjur" is the only basis on which comparative structural studies between the 
Mustang group of Kanjurs and Tshal pa, Them spangs ma, and others can be made. 
 
The Namgyal kings, who ruled Ladakh from ~ 1500 until the fall of the empire in the 19th c., were 
not only mighty warlords, but also devote supporters of Buddhism. So, they sponsored a great 
number of Kanjurs. As the xylograph printing was introduced in Ladakh only during the reign of 
King Nyima Namgyal (1680-1720), the art of manuscript production was preserved on a high level, 
and manuscript-Kanjurs were produced until the heydays of the Namgyal dynasty in the 17/18th 
century. 
 Several manuscript collections have been digitized and studied by our project team, e.g., the 
manuscript Kanjur of Shey (Ladakh) or the manuscript collection of Phukdrag (Zanskar). In recent 
years, the major collections at Hemis and Basgo attracted closer attention. There are several copies 
of (incomplete) 17th c. Kanjurs kept at these places which are very closely related to each other and 
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show a very strong influence – to say the least – of the "Early Mustang Kanjur". Thus, they form a 
group of Kanjurs which is considerably distinct from the contemporary Stog – Shey group, which 
has its origin in Bhutan with its ’Brug pa tradition. 
 
On the one hand, the connection between Mustang and Basgo/Hemis is not surprising, as in the 
15th/16th c. Mustang was under the influence of the Ladakhi Empire. On the other hand, it is 
surprising, as in terms of Tibetan Buddhist schools, Mustang is mainly a Sa skya pa country, while 
Ladakh is dominated by the ’Brug pas. For the time being, nothing is known about the 
circumstances, under which Mustang manuscripts reached Ladakh. 
 
Hemis Monastery was founded in 1630 by sTag tshang ras pa Ngag dbang rgya mtsho (1574-
1651) and King Senge Namrgyal (1616-1642), and the production of the first manuscript Kanjur 
could have begun few years after the foundation of the monastery.  
 In Mai 2007, canonical manuscripts were discovered there, in a sealed basement room 
underneath Tshoms lha khang, one of the chapels of the monastery. 
 
It was evident from the beginning that the manuscripts might have some value for the study of the 
transmission of the Buddhist canonical literature in Ladakh, but the state of preservation and the 
disorder of the folia made any closer analysis impossible.  
 After the material was sorted, cleaned, and put in order by a local team financed by Central 
Institute for Buddhist Studies, Choglamsar (Leh) and the "Tibetan Manuscript Project" Univ. 
Vienna, it turned out that it consists of three incomplete Kanjurs.  
 Of a "golden Kanjur" only 15 incomplete volumes could be restored; some of these 
manuscripts might even not have been part of a full Kanjur, but of mdo mangs volumes. 
 The majority of the collection belong to two black-and-white Kanjurs, one of the "standard 
Kanjur size" (~ 70 x 20 cm), the other slightly smaller (50 x 15 cm). In total there are some 50.000 
leaves, i.e. about 50% of two complete Kanjurs.  
 
Basgo, situated some 40 km NW of Leh, was the court of the lords of Lower Ladakh until the 15th 
century, when Upper and Lower Ladakh were re-united during the reign of King Bhagan (1460-
1485). Thereafter it became the first capital of united Ladakh under the newly founded Namgyal 
dynasty, and it remained an important residence until at least the beginning of the 17th c. 
 One of the three temples within the compound of Basgo Fort, gSer zangs lha khang 
(constructed during the reign of King Jamyang Namgyal, 1595-1616 and enlarged by his son, King 
Senge Namgyal, 1616-1642), houses: 
one complete Kanjur, black-and-white, partly illuminated, well kept in traditional Tibetan 
bookshelves, and for its greater part in fairly good physical condition, most probably 17th c.;  
a considerable amount (~ 60.000 leaves) of fragments of 5-6 Kanjurs of the same age, in complete 
disorder and mixed with fragments of Kanjur as well as Tanjur MSS of various age; 
one incomplete “Golden Kanjur”, a partly illuminated, precious luxury Kanjur written in gold, 
silver and copper ink on dark blue paper. 
 
In the same way as in Hemis, also the Basgo "fragments" were treated by our local collaborators. 
 
The "fragments" contain MSS that pre-date the foundation of the chapel and might have been part 
of proto-canonical collections of the 14th or early 15th c. – [Examples of ancient orthography and 
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palaeography] 
 
The majority, however, dates from the 17th c. Colophons in both Hemis and Basgo mention Nam 
mkha’ dpal mgon as a revisor, a well-known figure of that time, a scholar and artist, who formed 
something like an "intellectual triumvirat" together with King Senge Namgyal and the religious 
leader (founder of Hemis Monasteries etc.) sTag tshang ras pa. 
 
As the Hemis and Basgo Kanjurs are closely related and very much alike in every respect, they 
shall be treated here as representing the same line of textual transmission, although the Basgo 
catalogue is not yet completed. 
The entire sūtra section of one of the Kanjurs from Hemis has been catalogued and compared in a 
structural analysis (as described by TAUSCHER/LAINÉ 2009) with the "Early Mustang Kanjur", the 
Tshal pa (Derge) and Them spangs ma (Stog) groups of Kanjurs, as well as with the Phug brag 
Kanjur. 
 The agreement between Hemis and Mustang is evident. The interruptions of the Mustang 
line mean that some texts are missing there; either they were actually missing from the Mustang 
collection, or they were simply not entered in the dkar chag. 
 
The situation becomes even more evident when individual volumes are investigated. Vol. Nya 
contains a sufficient number of texts, so that it can be considered representative for the general 
arrangement of the texts in the Sūtra section. Basgo, Hemis, and Mustang are identical. 
 
Vol. Zha: In addition to the complete Kanjur of Basgo, one of the respective volumes 
reconstructed from the "fragments" is taken into account. Only the first half of it is extant, 
nevertheless it shows that it must have been identical with the complete one and also with Hemis. 
Here, however, we notice discrepancies between Hemis and Mustang. This could hint to the fact 
that Basgo is directly related to He but not to Mu, but it could also mean that a number of texts are 
simply not included in the Mustang dkar chag. Any relation to Derge, Phug brag, and Stog, 
however, can be ruled out. 
 
For the other sections of the Kanjur we are not (yet ?) able to present an equally clear picture – 
for various reasons that might all be connected with the particular development of this body of 
literatre. In particular within the tantra section, the situation appears to be much more complicated, 
and no rlation to any known Kanjur tradition is evident. 
a) In the earlier, proto-canonical material from Western Tibet (Tholing, Tabo, Gondhla, Phukthar) 
practically no tantra is extant at all; in Hemis, one of the Kanjurs contains only very little tantra, 
and the second one merely one volume of Nying ma tantra, which is not usually included in 
Tibetan Kanjurs, also not in the Early Mustang Kanjur Catalogue (though maybe in the Mustang 
collection ?). In Basgo, however, a relatively large amount of tantra texts is extant, among them a 
considerable number of Nying ma tantra, either in separate volumes marked as rnying ma, or 
mixed with other tantras in the same volume. Strikingly, some of these rNying ma texts preserve 
traces of the old orthography: myed, myi. 
 
b) Apparently, this section has been re-arranged several times, as can be seen from various 
changes in the pagination, occasionally even of the volume signation. 
In the Basgo fragments, e.g., the Sarvatathāgataguhytantrayogamahārājādvayasamatāvijaya-nāma-
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vajraśrīparamamahākalpādi appears in two different volumes, Nya and Tha. The arrangement in 
Nya, however, might be secondary: there are traces of an older pagination Tha. 
 
Similarly, in the Basgo Kanjur this text is placed in vol. Tha, but a number of fols. still show the – 
deleted – signation Nya. -- In Derge and Peking it is contained in vol. Cha, and in other Kanjurs, 
including Mustang, it is not contained at all. 
 
Although the manuscripts date from the 17th c., the Basgo Kanjur as such is a very young 
compilation, in its present form compiled late as the 1970s from the obviusly huge amount of 
fragments that had survived from the 17th c. For this purpose, folios from originally different 
Kanjurs were used. Folios that were not extant in any of them were replaced by new ones of rather 
poor quality, both with regard to paper and to calligraphy. 
The term "conflation" is frequently used in connection with the development of Tibetan Kanjurs. 
Basgo might serve as an – extreme – example of what that actually means, and of how Kanjurs 
were compiled from the earliest days onwards, making use of all the available material, regardless 
of which origin it might be.  
 
c)  At least one text (at the present stage of our ignorance) is not known from any other source, 
Kanjur as well as rNying ma rgyud ’bum. The *Śrī Vajrabhurkuṃkuṭa-tantra (dPal rDo rje sme 
brtsegs tantra) is a mixture of the well-known Ārya Vidyottama-mahātantra and an unidentified 
text, merging into each other several times. Mixtures of that kind are known from other manuscript 
collections as well, and they can result from the fact that they leaves of the recession copied were 
in disorder. Here, however, we have 3 copies of the same text, all showing the same feature. In the 
example shown, two of them are identical; the third one has exactly the same text of the 
Vidyottama, but considerable divergences in the "unidentified text". 
 
All the questions occurring in this context are not merely 17th c. problems of Ladhaki Kanjur 
collections and compilations; in the first place they concern the history and sources of these. The 
answers to many of them might be hidden in yet unexplored proto-canonical manuscript collections 
in the Western Tibetan border regions on both sides of the border of the PRCh. It is my sincere 
hope that in the future collaboration with our Chinese colleagues will result in making this material 
excessible to international research. 
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The Buddhist Community of the Western Region  

and Tibetan Tantric Buddhism in Ming China 

       
Weirong Shen, Renmin University of China, Beijing 
 

 
Recently I have unexpectedly discovered a series of Ming Chinese translations of Tibetan tantric 
Buddhist texts in both the National Palace Museum in Taipei and the National Library of China in 
Beijing. Most of them had passed totally unnoticed, while some were already known to us, but 
mistakenly attributed to the texts of the Mongol-Yuan dynasty. The quantity of translations of the 
Ming Chinese known to us now is already much greater than those of the Yuan dynasty. This 
discovery reveals that the spread of Tibetan tantric Buddhism in China was actually not interrupted 
by the substitution of the Mongol-Yuan through the Chinese Ming dynasty, but continued in an 
even more extensive way during the early and middle periods of the Ming dynasty (1368-1644) at 
least.    
The majority of these texts deals with the Path and Fruit teaching (lam ’bras) of the Sa skya pa 
tradition. Ten volumes of the Path and Fruit Teaching of the Master Virūpa 密哩斡巴道果卷 were 
translated by a single translator bSod nams grags, but only two volumes are still available in the 
National Library of China today. A great number of texts included in Lam ’bras slob bshad now 
were already translated into Chinese by then. It shows that the religious impact of the Sa skya pa 
was greater than ever before in China, though its political influence faded away substantially. As 
the Karma bKa’ brgyud pa was especially favored by the Yongle emperor of the Ming, numerous 
texts of the bKa’ brgyud pa tradition were translated during the Ming period accordingly. A group 
of the texts concerning the yogic practice of the Bodhisattva Avalokiteśvara is seen among Chinese 
translations of Tibetan tantric Buddhist texts in the National Library of China. They were mostly 
works of the third Karma pa patriarch Rang byung rdo rje and that of Mitrayogi. Originally, there 
were at least five volumes of texts of the deity yoga, but only one volume (the volume 5) is left 
today which includes 18 sādhana texts of the Bodhisattva Avalokiteśvara. 
By tracing the background of these translators, it becomes surprisingly evident that there was a 
Buddhist community in the Ming capital which was actively engaged in practicing Tibetan tantric 
Buddhism, known as the Buddhist Saṅgha of the Western Region 西域僧团. The Saṅgha consisted in 
Han Chinese, Tibetan, Indian and Central Asian Buddhist masters and scholars, and large numbers 
of followers. The central figures were the Chinese Sate Preceptor Zhi Guang and the Tibetan 
Dharma king of the great wisdom bKra shis dpal ldan. They attracted large groups of followers, 
built several temples and monasteries of Tibetan Buddhist tradition in Beijing and translated 
numerous Sanskrit and Tibetan Buddhist texts. Many of them were trilingual translators. Although 
they were of various ethnic origins, many of them took up a Sanskrit or Tibetan Dharma name. Zhi 
Guang, the best-known Chinese disciple of the Indian paṇḍita Sahajaśrī 俱生吉祥 and enthusiastically 
favored by the first Ming emperor Taizu, was known as Jñānarāśmī. Both Sahajaśrī and Jñānarāśmī 
appear in the list of masters of the transmissional lineage of two Hevajra texts of the Sa skya pa 
tradition. They might be monks of the Sa skya pa. Thus the most prolific translator bSod nams 
grags 莎南屹啰 of the Ming dynasty could be a Han Chinese Buddhist who carried a Tibetan Dharma 
name. 
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The research on Purangir: an analysis based on The Sixth Panchen Lama’s Biography 

 

Chen Qingying; Wang Xiaojing 
 
 
Purangir was a legendary Indian monk who paid a formal visit to the Sixth Panchen Lama in 
Shigatse with Joerge Bogle, sent by the British East India Company. A few months later, he 
accompanied the Panchen Lama to Peking witnessing the formal meeting between Panchen 
Lama and King Qianlong. After Panchen Lama passed away, Purangir accompanied Samuel 
Turner, also sent by the British East India Company, paid another visit to Tashilhunpo and paid 
their respect to the Sixth Panchen Lama’s reincarnation.  
He also was recorded in some historical materials during the war of the Qing against the 
Gorkha. The war was caused by the Gorkha. Many researchers deem him just as a messenger 
who was ordered and bribed by the British East India Company. However, identified as an 
envoy, he was sent initially by the Sixth Panchen Lama to Bengal where he was administrated 
by the British East India Company. 
Purangir was known only through some notes written by the British, such as Account of an 

Embassy to the Court of The Teshoo Lama, in Tibet written by Samuel Turner in 1800 
(translated by Su Faxiang & Shen Guiping, published by Sichuan Minzu Press in 2002) and 
Narratives of  the Mission of George Bogle to Tibet and of  The Journey of Thomas Manning to 

Lhasa written by C.R. Markham  in 1875 (translated by Zhang Hao & Yao Leye, published by 
the Chinese Academy of Social Science Press & Sichuan Minzu Press in 2002).There isn’t any 
Chinese material concerning Purangir, and it was not clear whether he was recorded in Tibetan. 
Therefore, Chinese scholars were uncertain about the English materials on this Indian Yoga 
Monk, even of his existence. 
Recently, after researching on the The Sixth Panchen Lama’s Biography, we discover some 
information about Purangir in Tibetan. He was recorded while Panchen Lama was in Re He and 
Peking. Thus, combined with English historical data, we know more about Purangir and have 
some new understanding on the early contacts between the British East India Company and 
Tibet. 
A. The meaning of Purangir 
In Tibetan, Purangir is “པུརྞ་གྷི་རི pu-rna-ghi-ri”. Sometimes, “གྷི་རི ghi-ri” is 
written as “གི་རི giri”, which is an appellation of the Yoga Monk. Normally, it is suffixed 
after the name of a yoga monk to express some practicing level.  
Indian yoga monks whose names ended with “གྷི་རི ghi-ri” (གི་རི gi-ri) were often noted 
in The Sixth Panchen Lama’s Biography. According to Sanskrit-Tibet Vocabulary, “པུརྞ pu-
rna” means consummate. Therefore, the name Purangir means a yoga monk called Pu-rna 
whose practicing level ranked as “gi-ri”.  
Sometimes, there is a Gosain added after the name. In some Chinese version, Gosain is 
translated into Geshe or Gosinese. Those are inappropriate. Since it is addressed in Sanskrit-

Tibet–Chinese Dictionary that “go-svanmin” means “Beggar in religion”, Gosain should be 
considered as an alms dervish.  
B. Visiting in Peking with Panchen Lama 
Purangir accompanied the Sixth Panchen Lama to Beijing, as proved by Tibetan material. The 
day before Panchen Lama passed away, he was called to meet Panchen Lama alone and given 
exhortations. It is noted in the biography as follows: 
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 “De nas a tsar a gnyis bos shig gsung pzhin vbod mi btang bar,cig shos bsdad p dang thugs 
kyang pu-rna ghi ri vbyor byung b l thugs dgyes pvi nyams kyis rgya gar vphral skad du bkav 
vgav zhig bstsal” 
It is translated as follows: 
“Then, (Panchen Lama) sent retinues to find those two India Yoga Monks. One could not be 
found and the other monk named Purangir arrived. (Panchen Lama) joyfully gave him some 
exhortations in Indian.” 
Although we haven’t known about the content of exhortations, the close relationship between 
Purangir and Panchen Lama was obvious. In that day, there was nobody other than Purangir 
who visiting Panchen Lama. Furthermore, he was called by Panchen Lama actively. 
C. Purangir = Su-na-ko-li 
 According to the analysis of Doctor Schuyler Cammann (in his PhD graduate paper of 
Harvard University), there was another name known as Purangir in Tibet. It was Su-na-ko-li. 
The name was deducted from Chinese historical materials. 
During the Gorhka War, which occurred in the 57th Qian Long year, Fu Kang’an officially 
informed each tribe, who bordered to Gorhka, to attack Gorhka associating with Qing’s army.   
It was said, “Peling is far from here and has some distance to Gorhka. Dalai Lama and 
Panchen Erdeni sent an India Yoga lama Su-na-ko-li and a Tibet interpreter to Peling to pass 
the messenger. Almost one year later, there was still no information. Yesterday, Su-na-ko-li’s 
nephew, lama Da-ji-ko-li, arrived Tibet from Peling in January 13th of Qian Long’s year. Due to 
his report, ‘The Tibetan interpreter was died by sickness while travelling to Peling. Su-na-ko-li 
is sick and rehabilitates in Peling. He is not able to travel, therefore he sent me to transmit the 
message.’” 
 
According to the opinion of Diskalkar, the original letter of association attacking information 
written by Panchen Lama was carried by Purangir to Bengal. Because of sickness, Purangir 
could not return to Tibet. So he sent his nephew to bring the messenger back to Tibet. 
Therefore, Cammann concluded that Su-na-ko-li, who appears in Chinese materials, was 
Purnagir. We approve.  
According to Sanskrit-Japanese Dictionary, “Su-nibaddha” means “complete and 
consummate”. It is the same meaning as Pu-rna. There is a possibility that one exchange with 
the other referring one person. 
With this opinion, Purnagir not only attended the activities of visiting the Seventh Panchen 
Lama in Tashihlunpo with Samuel Turner, but also attended the activities between Qing 
dynasty and British East India Company during Gorkha War. 
For that matter, Purnagir played an important part in the early relationship of Britain and the 
Qing dynasty, and he had notable value in research. 
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A Fifteenth Century Biography of Lha bla ma Ye shes 'od (947-1019/24): 

Part One: The Early Years up to his Ordination as a Monk 

 
Leonard W.J. van der Kuijp, Harvard University 

 
 
IN MEMORIAM L. PETECH 
 
Lha bla ma Ye shes 'od surely deserves to be singled out as one of the most remarkable figures in 
the entire religious and political history of cultural Tibet – I use the phrase "cultural Tibet" to 
denote the enormous area where Tibetan cultures, religions, and languages hold sway, stretching 
from Gilgit-Baltistan to Yunnan and Sichuan Provinces, PRC, and from the northern reaches of 
India and Nepal to large swathes of Qinghai and Gansu Provinces, PRC. Lha bla ma was born into 
that branch of the Tibetan imperial family that had settled in Mnga' ris after the dissolution of the 
empire in the early 840s. "Lha Bla ma" indicates that he was a teacher (bla ma, guru) of divine (lha, 
deva), that is, of royal descent, and "Ye shes 'od" was his name in religion. His name prior to having 
taken his vows is not known with certainty. The territory that Mnga' ris occupied at around that 
time was essentially co-extensive with the western region of what I have called cultural Tibet and 
should therefore not be confused with the area that is currently designated as Mnga' ris, that is, as 
the westernmost part of the Tibetan Autonomous Region [TAR], PRC. Present day Mnga' ris is 
geographically a severely truncated area and bears very little resemblance to what this toponym 
covered during the tenth and eleventh centuries and beyond. Though by no means entirely absent 
from the landscape of cultural Tibet, there is no doubt that Buddhist institutions were languishing 
due to a lack of economic support from the top and, perhaps as a result, a distinct lack of orthodoxy, 
very broadly defined, in its associated ritual and spiritual practices seems to have prevailed. Lha 
bla ma's personal investment of his material resources, the natural charisma of his social standing, 
and his profound commitment to Buddhism enabled him to establish bring about a revival in the 
theory and practice of Buddhism and a return to a semblance of orthodoxy in the Tibetan cultural 
area that continues to this day. Gu ge Paṇ chen Grags pa rgyal mtshan dpal bzang po (1415-86) 
finished his biography of this major personality in 1480. I owe photographs of an dbu med 
manuscript of this work to the kindness and generosity of Mr. Gu ge Tshe ring rgyal po, himself 
one of Mnga' ris' most eminent historians, and this work forms the basis for the present essay. 
Lha bla ma was allegedly the subject of two prophecies in the canonical literature of the Kanjur-
canon: one in the Mañjuśrīmūlakalpa and the other in the Kāruṇāpuṇḍarikasūtra. Beginning with 
the second patriarch of the Sa skya pa school Slob dpon Bsod nams rtse mo (1142-82), Gu ge Paṇ 
chen and other authorities quote a succinct passage from the Mañjuśrīmūlakalpa that they feel 
foretold Lha bla ma's coming. It appears that there may have been as many as four different Tibetan 
translations of the Mañjuśrīmūlakalpa in circulation. The problem is that almost none of these 
quoted passages are identical and that, moreover, none are found in the translation of the text that 
ultimately entered into the blockprinted Kanjur-canons.   
In this paper, I discuss these prophecies and Lha bla ma's childhood and his younger years up to 
the time of his ordination. Gu ge Paṇ chen was working with archival material that he was able to 
inspect in Mtho gling, the monastery that Lha bla ma had built in 996. In fact, it was in this 
monastery where he wrote his biography of Lha bla ma! Gu ge Paṇ chen is the only source that is 
thusfar available to assert that Lha bla ma was ordained by a certain Gnas brtan 'Dul 'dzin Gzhon 
nu 'od. Some of the literary sources with which he was working were identical to the materials that 
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the fifteenth century Gu ge Mkhan chen Ngag dbang grags pa used when he wrote his Mnga' ris 

rgyal rabs, a work that R. Vitali has exhaustively studied. There are indeed many corresponding 
passages in Lha bla ma's biography and the Mnga' ris rgyal rabs, so that both can be profitably used 
as philological controls of the many passages that have corrupt spellings and that therefore are 
difficult to understand.  This paper will also address some of these. 
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Several Questions Concerning Yang Tong (Zhang Zhung) 

Zhang Yun, China Tibetology Research Center 
 
 
I. Yang Tong: Name and Meaning 

Yang Tong (羊同), or “Yang Tong state” (杨同国), “Yang Tong” (杨童), is the name of the state and the 
tribe in the Qinghai-Tibetan plateau during the Middle Ages. Yang Tong is a translated noun, which 
might come from the narratives of the messengers themselves who came to the Sui and Tang 
dynasty, that is to say, Yang Tong is a self-denomination (Yang Tong people call themselves as 
such). Most scholars believe that Yang Tong in Chinese materials is translated from Zhang Zhung 
in Tibetan texts, while Zhang Zhung means Khyung lung, a place where holy birds “Khyung” live. 
The center of Zhang Zhung is khyung lung dngul mkhar (琼隆欧噶), or silver city of khyung lung 
(琼隆银城), which lies in the Tibetan Autonomous Region today. However, the Khyung dzong 
Historic Site (琼宗遗址) in Wenbu Township (文布乡), Nyima County (尼玛县), Nagqu (那曲), TAR, 
might be another important foothold of Zhang Zhung. 
 
II. The Relationship between Yang Tong and Supi, Women State (女国女国女国女国) 
In both the Chinese and the Tibetan historic documents, Yang Tong has always been associated 
with Zhang Zhung, Supi and Women State, sometimes even confused with them. Around the 7th 
century, there were two Women States in the Qinghai-Tibetan plateau. One Women State lies in 
Yang Tong, in the north-west of the Qinghai-Tibetan plateau, which was named after “Women 
State” (女国), West Women (西女) or East Women State (东女国).  Dao Xuan (道宣), author of Shijia 

Fangzhi, or Sakya Local Chronicles, (《释迦方志》) believes that big Yang Tong (大羊同) is the Women 
State. Another women state is also called “East Women” (东女) or “East Women State” (东女国), 
lying to the west of Jinchuan (金川), Sichuan Province (四川省). Supi (苏毗) is sum po in Tibetan (Paul 

Pelliot), which has a longer history and wider geographic range than the Women States. 
Specifically speaking, Supi lies in north and north-east Tibet, south of Qinghai and north-west of 
Sichuan. Some scholars believe that the queens of Yang Tong Women States come from Supi tribes.  
 
III. Geographic Position of Big and Small Yang Tong (大小羊同大小羊同大小羊同大小羊同) 
Yang Tong is divided into big Yang Tong (大羊同) and small Yang Tong (小羊同), just like Zhang 
Zhung is split into upper Zhang Zhung and lower Zhang Zhung. With the discovery of 
Datangtianzhushichuming (《大唐天竺使出铭》, in which it is said that the messenger arrived at a place 
close to the west of small Yang Tong in May of Summer, (季夏五月届于小杨童之西), scholars regard the 
position of small Yang Tong lying in the east of Gyirong (吉隆), Tibet, or today’s Gyangze (江孜). 
While the big Yang Tong lies in the northwest of the small Yang Tong, or mNga’ ris region (阿里地区) 
centered by rtsaw mdav (札达). Both “upper Zhang Zhung” on the border between Tubo (吐蕃) and 
Dru gu (突厥) and “lower Zhang Zhung” on the border between Tubo and Supi recorded by the 
Tibetan historic books such as bkar thang sde Inga (《五部遗教》) and mKhas pavi dgav ston 

(《贤者喜宴》) reflect the inner division of Zhang Zhung during the late Tubo Ruling period. To the 
east of big Yang Tong lies in Tubo, the north bordering Khotan (于阗), the north-east being bounded 
on Supi and the west adjoining big Bolor (大勃律国, bru zha, Baltistan) and Poboci (or Suoboci) State 
(婆播慈或娑播慈). 
After the expansion of the Tubo kingdom, geographic changes took place in both big and small 
Yang Tong. Chinese materials reflected the changing situation of Yang Tong’s position. The Account 

of Big Yang Tong State (《大羊同国记》) of Volume 99 of Tang Huiyao (《唐会要》) and Volume 185 of 
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Taiping Geographical Record (《太平寰宇记》) says that: “the big Yang Tong were wiped out by the 
Tubo kingdom at the end of the Zhenguan period. Its people were scattered to other different 
places.” According to the Tibetan historic book bkar thang sde lnga (《五部遗教》), during Khri srong 
lde btsan (742-804)’s reigning period, the Tubo kingdom moved many tribes to designated areas 
because of the need for military organization. 
 
IV. System and Culture in Yang Tong 

If Yang Tong, especially big Yang Tong, is Zhang Zhung, what would the Zhang Zhung culture be 
like? According to Chinese records, there are mainly three aspects: first, a feminist political system; 
second, mainly a pastoral economy with some commercial trades; third, a natural religion belief 
and valuing funerals with complicated ceremonies. 
Worshipping Gods and valuing funerals in Chinese materials could be confirmed by the Bon 
religion’s ceremonies in earlier Tibetan materials. However, there are no such prosperous situations 
of Bon religious culture in Tibetan works after ages, especially in some Bon religious works. This 
is not only connected with the simple record of Chinese documents, but also to satisfy the need of 
the conflict between Buddhism and Bon religion during the Tubo period, especially concerning the 
early period’s history continuously reconstructed by the later Bon religion writers. 
 
V. An Examination on “the Seal of the Messenger to Pacify Yang Tong and Tubo Kingdom” 

“During the fifteenth year of Zhenguan in Tang dynasty, the big Yang Tong sent messengers to 
Tang court.” The Account of the Big Yang Tong (《大羊同国》记) of Tong Dian (《通典》), Tang Huiyao 

(《唐会要》), Taiping Geographical Record (《太平寰宇记》) says that “in December of the fifth year of 
Zhenguan, the messenger arrived at the Tang court. In the fifteenth year, the big Yang Tong heard 
about the authority and great influence of the Tang dynasty and sent messengers to the Tang court. 
Taizong of the Tang dynasty praised for it and returned the gifts to them.” It is interesting that a 
Beijing collector has a seal on which is inscribed that “the seal of the messenger to Pacify Yang 
Tong and Tubo Kingdom” (招慰羊同及吐蕃使之印, Zhang Yuhui, 张宇晖, Seal of various dynasties 

collected by Guanmiaotang《观妙堂藏历代玺印选》, The Oriental Art, 《东方艺术》, No. 4 of 2009). In my 
opinion, this seal might be used by the messenger Feng Dexia (冯德遐) who was sent to pacify Yang 
Tong and Tubo Kingdom in the eighth year of Zhenguan (AD. 634) because in the fifth year of 
Zhenguan (AD. 631) the big Yang Tong came to pay tribute to Tang and in the eighth year of 
Zhenguan Tubo messenger also came to pay tribute to Tang. In view of this, Tang dynasty sent 
Feng Dexia to pacify both of them by making this seal.   
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Natural Disasters and Historic Preservation - behaviour of traditional Tibetan architecture 

during earthquakes and flashfloods 
 

André Alexander, Tibet Heritage Fund 
 

 
The paper offers a look at how traditional Tibetan structures have fared in the recent Yushu 
earthquake and Ladakh flashfloods of 2010. In April 2010 an earthquake of 7.1 magnitude 
devastated the historic settlement of Jyekundo (Yushu) in Qinghai province. One historic 
building, with traditional mud brick walls and wooden pillars, survived the earthquake very well, 
while surrounding buildings have collapsed. As case study, reasons for this behaviour are looked 
at. In August 2010, a cloudburst triggered flashfloods and mudslides all across the Indian territory 
of Ladakh. However, historic monasteries and traditional settlements have not been affected. The 
paper looks at some of the reasons. As a conclusion, in times of global warming and in a region as 
geographically volatile as the high Himalayas, there are a number of lessons to be learnt from 
traditional architecture. 
 
The author is associate researcher at Berlin University of Technology Faculty of Architecture and 
one of the directors of Tibet Heritage Fund (www.tibetheritagefund.org) 
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On the Question of How the Preservation of Cultural Heritage Could Be Improved 

 

Minyag Choekyi Gyaltsen, China Tibet Institute, Heritage Plateau Association 
 
 
The Tibetan plateau is home to a rich heritage of ancient architectonic culture which is in many 
aspects endangered and some of its features have even long ago disappeared from the earth. Since 
China is a quickly developing country faced with the arduous task of economic improvement, the 
government and the people emphasize the paramount importance of development and the pursuit 
of economic profit. Under these circumstances cultural heritage and especially the decrepit 
ancient buildings that form an important part of it fall into oblivion. One can frankly say that the 
majority of organizations that show concern for internationally and domestically significant 
Tibetan scenic places and historical relics, is to a certain extent motivated not by a genuine 
interest in cultural and historical values, but by the expectation of large economic benefits they 
can create for the region. In other words, it is the consideration to open up a scenic spot with 
historical relics for tourism rather than to consider, whether the place needs protection or 
restoration. The cultural and ecological values and the historical significance get thoroughly 
neglected. If this trend continues for a longer period of time, the more remote and lesser known 
buildings and cultural relics from a distant past will gradually be vanishing before our eyes.  How 
regrettable this is! The exaggerated and one-sided emphasis on tourism and economic 
development, the excessive opening up of scenic sites is no doubt a destruction of cultural 
heritage, environment and ecology. In recent years, the problem of an excessive touristic opening 
up has become evident everywhere. The construction of water reservoirs and hydro power plants 
along the river valley of Yangze, Yarlung Zangbo and Dadu Rivers have caused the headstreams 
of these three rivers to dry-up and brought the ecosystem, the so-called Tibetan “water tower” 
into a precarious situation. Talking about the cultural heritage of the Tibetan plateau, I give a few 
unripe commonplace remarks and opinions as an introduction so that others may come up with 
valuable opinions and comments. What concerns the importance or influence of several thousand 
years of history on the Tibetan Plateau in the history of five millennia of civilization of the 
Chinese nation, there are many desiderata. However, the course of development of Tibetan history 
is as long as China’s own history. Unfortunately Tibetan history is less recorded in written form 
and not as systematic and coherent as records are written in Chinese books. Therefore the 
importance to salvage and research Tibetan architectonic cultural heritage from remote antiquity 
is great. Tibetan antiquity is dated around the time of Western and Eastern Zhou, but until today 
there has been very sparse survey and research in ancient Tibetan cultural heritage and nobody 
knows where the sites of ancient architectonic heritage could be looked for.  The historical sites 
of “Yumbu lha khang” [云布拉卡尔] and “Khri srong lde btsan” [琼瓦达孜宗] or “Qiong jiezong” from 
117 BC until 617 CE [i.e. time about the reign of the 32nd King Srong btsan sgam po], were 
thoroughly destroyed during the Great Cultural Revolution. Among the sites from the period of 
approximately three hundred years between Srong btsan sgam po 617 CE and the period of 
Dharma Tsang po 907 CE, there are many sites of distinctive characteristics recorded in written 
history such as “pa feng ka” nine-storied fortified temple, “Qiong duo ji Karma” nine-storied 
temple, nine-storied swivel temple, apart from the outstanding buildings of landmark significance 
for Tibet as a whole such as the Potala palace, Jo khang temple, Ramoche dgon pa and bSam yas 
monastery. The site location and position of few among these ruins are known, but the location of 
many has not been identified given the lack of textual research. All these buildings were products 
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of the rapid development of Tibetan architecture during the Tubo period. To our regret we are 
unable to find out the characteristics and style of their artistry. As far as I know, to this day no one 
yet has carried out survey and research on these relics, still less could be mentioned about the 
protection of these sites, let alone the possibility whether we can discover the foundation site. In 
the area of Lhozhag county, there are several places with remnants of stone buildings that show 
excellent artistry. On the way from National Road 312 to Nyingchi county (Linzhi) there is an 
ancient fortress on the east side of the bridge Langse. There are in many places in the region of 
Tibet stone walls and ruins with rammed earth wall, but we don’t know from what time these 
ruins are, of what research value they are or how we can solve these questions. I think, a forum 
provides a platform to probe into theories, but many of the precious heritage sites are deprived of 
genuinely motivated protection while we are busy talking theories instead of taking action. Apart 
from travelling from one place to the other in the regions of Tibet to launch restoration works of 
ancient buildings, I have carried out in recent years investigation and restoration work during my 
holiday in the eastern Tibetan Plateau in Garze e.g. on the octagonal watchtower in Kangding 
county, a rectangular watchtower, ancient residential houses and an ancient Buddhist temple. 
Using carbon dating test on the wooden structures of these buildings we have substantiated that 
these buildings have a history of 900-1200 years. Through long research and many on site 
observations we have found out that these buildings are of distinctive and exquisite style and 
constructed with conspicuously defensive purpose. They not only embody the social division of 
the time and territorial disputes but also the excellent architectural craftsmanship from different 
times of the Mi-nyag tribe. The condition in Mi-nyag in Kangding county is exemplary for these 
remaining buildings that constitute a small portion of the relics that have survived the destruction 
of the “four olds” during the Cultural Revolution. Seen in the light of its age and sturdiness, 
despite the fact that these buildings were never renovated, their historical value would even excel 
that of architectonically famous Jo khang and Potala palace. Unfortunately, to this day, not even 
the preservation units of cultural and historical relics at county level include these buildings that 
date back with authenticity to a remote antiquity into the category of deserving protection. The 
situation in the Tibetan Autonomous Region is also similar. With the improvement of life 
standards people of younger generation tear down their old low houses and build big houses anew 
in order to keep abreast with the trend. Hence, many ancient residential houses with distinctive 
Tibetan feature disappear one by one. Even the young lamas in monasteries like to have brand 
new monasteries built, which leads to relentless demolishment of age-old historically precious 
palaces and temples. Such distressful phenomena are taking place all the time. Take for instance 
Mi-nyag district in Kangding, where 80 percent of the buildings have been built anew since the 
opening and reform in Deng era. Some of the above mentioned ancient residential houses with an 
over 900 year history are located in Wayao village Shad Ganzi township and remain preserved 
thanks to my personal influence and long time connections. In 1987 as I have been in charge of 
restoration work of the golden finial of bSam yas temple I didn’t manage to convince the 
responsible people to restore the temple for translation of Buddhist sutras in the courtyard. 
Although the temple walls had some relatively big fissures the temple could have been saved 
when appropriately restored. But the responsible people insisted on tearing down the whole 
temple to build the temple anew. Although I found out that this small temple has not been a 
building from the 8th century, it had a history of at least three to four hundred years. Probably all 
of us know that the districts that are home to the ancient Tibetan cultural heritage are remote 
places that are underdeveloped and economically lagging behind. The local government has 
neither the financial nor the professional capacity to launch restoration and renovation work. 
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There is also a deficiency in training and publicity to raise the public consciousness of the local 
people on the importance of ancient cultural heritage. Therefore I hope that our government, 
scientific and research institutes, as well as grassroots organizations can combine their effort and 
unite their respective assets in the task of protection and preservation of the precious cultural 
heritage. The Plateau Heritage Association of Kampa for ecological and cultural preservation in 
Garze Autonomous Prefecture is a folk organization [which means an NGO]13 has been founded 
on my initiative and is constituted by people passionately devoted to the deed of preservation of 
cultural heritage. We have launched some work in Mi-nyag district aimed to preserve and restore 
cultural heritage and hope to expand our projects to other districts. But we are also confronted 
with problems in funding and human resources and look forward to the support from the 
government as well as other spheres of society to contribute to our combined effort to this great 
cause. All in all, the preservation of ancient architectonic heritage is of concern to the entire 
nation and an enrichment of lasting value for the generations to come. But it is also an arduous 
task and a tortuous long way that lies before us. Architecture represents ethnic culture, it 
epitomizes the peoples livelihood of the given era and the epochal development in the given 
environmental conditions, the climatic and geographic specifics and it serves as an important 
basis for historical researches. In recent years, the Central Committee of the CCP and the State 
Council have increasingly paid attention to the preservation of cultural heritage. The government 
not only formulated the list of non-material cultural heritage, but also a Day of Cultural Heritage 
has been celebrated for the first time just a few days ago. I believe that our work for the 
preservation of cultural heritage is steadily increasing in quality. I thank all of You for giving me 
this opportunity for this exposure and for sharing my opinion and request. 
 
Plateau Heritage Association 
Preservation of Ecology and Cultural Heritage - Sichuan Garze Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture 
Founder and Director of Plateau Heritage Association: Minyag Choekyi Gyaltsan 
 

                                                        
13 Although the term feizhengzhi zuzhi is used for NGOs, it is a new coinage and does not enjoy the 

popularity as the minjianzuzhi does. Ma Qiusha (2006), Non-Governmental Organizations in Contemporary 

China: Paving the Way to civil society? London and New York: Routledge, p. 85. 
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Understanding and Communicating Space 

Cultural History Information System of the Western Himalaya from the 8th Century 

 
Karel Kriz, University of Vienna 

 
 
Introduction 

At the University of Vienna, Austria, an interdisciplinary research consortium14, working under 
the umbrella of an Austrian Science Fund research network, which includes cartographers, art 
historians, numismatists, Buddhist philosophers, Tibetan and Sanskrit philologists is undertaking 
research focusing on the Western Himalayas. The main objectives are to intensify research on the 
cultural history of the Western Himalayas as well as to develop an on-line cartographic 
information system for sharing knowledge with experts and the interested public.  
 
Recent status 

Aim of the CHIS - Cultural History Information System (http://www.univie.ac.at/chis) project is 
to design and build a collaborative spatially enabled system for archiving, analyzing and 
visualizing datasets of cultural history. Through the interdisciplinary aspects of the various 
partner projects involved, a more holistic view on the overall cultural history of a wide region 
(including Afghanistan, Pakistan, India and China) can be achieved. The CHIS therefore serves as 
a communication platform for information dissemination. Research outcome of all project 
partners lead to a wider understanding and greater publicity of the disciplines involved. 
CHIS – as it was designed and developed in the first three-year period (2007-2009) of the national 
research network (NFN) – is a web-based multidimensional, interdisciplinary, cartographic 
information system that allows the analysis and presentation of cultural–historic information from 
all NFN sub-projects as well as from external providers in maps and map-like representations. 
This system is deemed successful and offers new insights on spatially distributed data from the 
Humanities. 
The main focus of the CHIS is to offer a map-centered system approach in order to locate as well 
as display objects by their geographical location. However, the CHIS is not only a system for 
experts in the various disciplines of cultural history. It also has the purpose to visualize and 
communicate the research outcomes of the national research network to the general public thus 
promoting the involved disciplines and increasing public awareness about this remote area of the 
world. 
Within the first three year period (2007-2009) of the project, CHIS has been planned, designed 
and implemented up to a stable system status. The next step of research during the second period 
of the project (2010-2012) has the advantage that it builds upon the foundations of individual and 
collaborative research already completed and be supported by the multi-disciplinary linkages 
already established.  

                                                        
14 Acknowledgement 

The Cultural History of the Western Himalaya from the 8th Century is a National Research Network (NRN) 

funded for six years (2007-2012) by the Austrian Science Fund. It is dealing with the four great cultures of 

Asia – China, India, Persia and Tibet – which converge in the Western Himalaya.  
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Figure 1: The Cultural History Information System 

 

Outlook  
Within this second project period, the further development of CHIS is focusing on enhancing the 
personal involvement of the user. While CHIS is still intended to remain a multidimensional, 
interdisciplinary cartographic information system with the ability to store, analyze and visualize 
spatio-temporal thematic data, additional functionalities need to be incorporated, such as the 
investigation of how interactive decision-support tools provided by the CHIS can be personalized 
and individualized and the exploration of how social semantic mapping might be employed using 
Web 2.0. 
Special focus will be put on the examination of methods and concepts for visualization and 
communication processes with regard to topics like information access, usability, engineered 
serendipity - where the user is able to ‘browse’ through a web delivered interactive integrated 
media repository and the differences between various interdisciplinary expert/non-expert user 
groups. This shift from a mere content provision towards more personalized and individualized 
museums and scientific libraries has great potential for facilitating international and 
transdisciplinary collaboration on various levels. 
 
Tabo: 
„Virtual Tabo” is a virtual walk-through a monastery in Tabo: Several 360° movable images are 
connected by hotspots. Users are able to navigate between the images as well as retrieve 
information for selected objects (e.g. inscriptions, statues) stored in CHIS.  
Nako: 

Virtual Nako is a multimedia representation of the Nako temple complex in Google Earth. It 
contains 3D models of the temples and buildings, map overlays from different sources, such as 
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the Indian Survey, CHIS application, architectural plans, points of interest with various 
information of the temple complex and interactive panoramas. 
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A Historical Examination of the Mangyul Gung Thang Palace  

and its Major Architectural Ruins 

 
Shargan Wangdue, Tibet Institute for Conservation of Historical and Cultural Relics 

 

 

During late May until early June of the year 2009, the author organized an urgent archaeological 
clean-up, restoration and maintenance of the “Ji Long Zhong Ge Qu De” Temple. Simultaneously to 
this archaeological excavation, he initiated a cursory examination of the history of the excavated 
ruins of the Gung Thang kingdom and the surrounding architectural ruins. These architectural ruins 
include the still-existing “Bkra shis khyung rdzong dkar mo,” “Chos sde dgon” (in history books, 
this building was previously referred to as “Bkra shis sgo mang gtsug Lag Khang”), and “Sgrol Ma 
Lha khang” (in history, this structure was one within the architectural complex called “Gung Thang 
chos sde chen mo” of the Gung Thang kingdom, erected at the end of the 14th century and the 
beginning of the 15th century). Although it is impossible to determine with concrete evidence the 
etymology and origin of the name Sgrol Ma Lha khang, it is possible to prove with much certainty 
that it was the place where higher officials and noble lords worshipped every week. This temple 
function was just like that of the Chos sde dgon building.  All of these ruins of palaces and temples 
were erected in the same period as the Gung Thang dynasty, between the 11th and 17th centuries.  
Here, the author uses information from written accounts passed down generations as a basis, 
combined with information gathered from his own field survey and site studies, to determine when 
these structures were built, as well as to explain their rough histories. 
 
Part One: Vod zer lde—The First King of the Gung Thang Lineage 

According to the book of Kathog Rig Vdzin tshed bang Nor Bu (1698–1756) called “The Origin 
and Course of the Gung Thang Dynasty,” the first king of the Gung Thang dynasty was the person 
who established the Gung Thang kingdom in this site. If Vod zer le was the first king of the 11th 
century and Khri rgyal bsod nams dbang phug Lde was the last king in the 17th century, there would 
be a total of 23 kings who ruled during the Gung Thang dynasty. Regarding who the first king of 
the lineage was, there are several different views as follows:  
First, Vod srungs � Dpal vkhor btsan� Khri bkra shis brtsegs Pa Dpal � the first son of the 
previous king, Dpal lde � the first son of Dpal lde, Vod zer lde (some people say it is Dpal lde’s 
youngest son, Bde spyod lde) 
Second, another view which has a different arrangement from the order above is that Dpal lde’s 
first son is Dmar po lde, and that Dmar po lde’s son is Vod zer lde. Either way, ‘Great Master’ 
Kathog writes in his book “The Origin and Course of the Gung Thang Dynasty” that the first king 
to be ultimately ‘invited’ to inherit the “Tu Fan” Kingdom was Vod zer lde (reference number 1, 
page 91). Consequently, the author here reasons that Vod zer lde should be the first king of the 
Gung Thang dynasty.  
A third theory is that the first to be invited to Gung Thang kingdom to be king was Khri bkra shis 
brtsegs Pa Dpal, who was then succeeded by Dpal lde. These views were rejected by Kathog Rig 
Vdzin tshed bang Nor Bu (who lived from 1698–1756). Moreover, in his book “The Origin and 
Course of the Gung Thang Dynasty,” he provides a number of evidences for this rejection that 
originally come from ancient literature that he read and considered authoritative and accurate.  
Unfortunately, in his history book, ‘Great Master’ Kathog fails to mention the name of this ancient 
literature and the specific sources that he consulted (see reference 1, page 91).  
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Part Two: The Thang stod tho Le Plateau—The Site of the Restoration of the Royal Palace 

Protection Wall from the Earliest Period of the Gung Thang Dynasty 

After Vod zer lde was invited to Gung Thang by two powerful gentlemen Mes po stod kyi khri rje 
and Zhang brjid ldan Ring Mo (Zhang brjid ldan Ring Mo was one of the four highest government 
officials during the reign of Mei De, who was the 6th king in the Gu Ge kingdom [in 1076 he 
organized a Tibet-wide ‘Year of the Fire Dragon Great Buddhist Conference’ in “Tuo Lin” 
temple]), he built Gung Thang dynasty’s earliest royal palace. According to ‘Great Master’ Kathog’s 
history book and the author’s own site studies and conducted interviews (during the investigation 
process and his visit to the town of “Zhong Ge,” the author received help from locals including the 
elderly villager Pu Wu Jian, A-wang [the person in charge of Zhong Ge town’s “Qu De” temple], 
Zha Xi [the former head of “Ji Long” county’s religion bureau]), the exact location of the original 
construction site of the Gung Thang Palace and surrounding buildings was not actually at the 
present-designated south-end triangular plateau called “Me Rdo thang” located in the south part of 
Zhong Ge town, but rather on a second-level plateau of the so-called “Tang Dui Tuo Lie,” located 
in the southwest region of Zhong Ge town, where it looks across a body of water toward the shore 
of Zarong gtsang po. In other words, the Gung Thang lineage’s earliest royal palace was not situated 
on today’s Gung Thang kingdom ruins, but rather at a different location.  
Concerning the topography of the Gung Thang dynasty’s earliest construction site, the book “The 
Origin and Course of the Gung Thang Dynasty,” provides a clear record: “Taking the royal palace 
construction site as the centre, the west side mountain is both high and steep; the mountain to the 
right of Tang Dui Tuo Lie has the appearance of an emperor sitting on his throne; the mountain on 
the left side takes the form of a queen holding a prince” (see reference 1, page 91). Through the 
author’s on-site investigation, he clarifies that the aforementioned section of writing in the book that 
narrates “the west side mountain is both high and steep; the right side mountain has the appearance 
of an emperor sitting on his throne,” referring to topographical features, are not only describing the 
same single mountain, but are also describing images dependent on the location of the person 
giving such descriptions. The first part of the previously mentioned terrain features was based on 
taking the Gung Thang palace centre, namely southwest of today’s Zhong Ge town, as a reference 
location, on which to the west side stands the sacred mountain “Jobo skub lad pal rdzong” that has 
a form like “an emperor sitting on his throne.” Concerning the second half of the terrain narrative, 
which was described from the reference location of the second-level plateau “Tang Dui Tuo Lie” of 
the royal palace construction site, the deeper meaning of the narrative reveals that royal palace is 
oriented on a east-west axis with the main entrance facing east. Considering this insight then, when 
one sits by the palace entrance looking at the right side mountain, then naturally is this sacred 
mountain “Jobo skub lad pal rdzong,” with the image of “an emperor sitting on his throne,” located 
to the south. Likewise, the mountain on the left side of Tang Dui Tuo Lie, which today 
coincidentally has the appearance of “a queen holding a prince,” can accordingly be called the 
north mountain. Although the name of this mountain was not present in the book “The Origin and 
Course of the Gung Thang Dynasty,” up until the present time, the locals refer to this mountain as 
“A Bab zas ba,” which literally translates to “the person who devoured the father.” However, here 
the more precise meaning of the name should instead be better interpreted as “widowed mother 
whose son lost his father.” In fact, this particular meaning more clearly reflects the form of the 
mountain “a queen holding a prince” and fits well with the mountain’s previous name “A Bab zas 
ba,” or “the person who devoured the father.” In this way, the name’s meaning provides invaluable 
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insight into the origins of the mountain, as well as into the historical development of the various 
names attributed to it. 
At the Tang Dui Tuo Lie plateau, at the present moment we may still see the remains of the 
original royal palace construction site, which look more like dust and rubble due to natural 
weathering over time.  
 

Part Three: Vom phug, Gdung phug, Phu Lag: A Valley Formed by Three Small Geographic 

Place Names—The Restoration Site of the Second Royal Palace Protection Wall “Pho Brang 

phyi skhab Gong” from the Gung Thang Dynasty 

The fifth generation emperor Lha mchog lde completed the construction of the royal palace “Pho 
Brang phyis khab Gong” in approximately 1097 (this year was extrapolated according to the 
contents of the book “The Origin and Course of the Gung Thang Dynasty.” It states in the book that 
Lha mchog lde completed the royal palace at exactly the same time as when the ‘great achiever’ 
Milarepa went to the Za vog phuh cave, located halfway on the south side of Ma La Mountain, 
which is located in today’s southeast part of Zhong Ge town (see reference 1, page 92). Born in 
1040, Milarepa first began leading a pious life when he was 45 years old; therefore, it should be 
1085 when he first led a pious life. The first place in which he led his pious life was the Rkang 
btsug phug Cave, located halfway on the mountain standing northwest of his hometown Skyar nga 
rtsa, which has the second name Rtsa Lung. In accordance with the time regulations for leading a 
pious life, he should have led a pious life for at least three years. The second place in which he led 
a pious life was at the Brag Dkar Mountain, which is where he is thought to have spent nine years. 
Thus, the addition of a total 12 years to 1085 allows us to determine that 1097 was the year when 
he first entered the Za vog phuh Cave.) This royal palace has a protective wall and a trench.  
In the beginning of his on-site survey work at Zhong Ge town, the author suspected that the 
construction site of this royal palace was at “Ding Bu Qie,” which used to be the name given to the 
flat region at the foot of the Thang stod tho Le Plateau. In the book “The Origin and Course of the 
Gung Thang Dynasty,” the “Pho Brang phyi skhab Gong royal palace was constructed in the part of 
the West Mountain that is in the central region of the plateau (here, it refers to the triangular 
plateau, or today’s Ji Long County, which in particular includes “Me Rdo thang,” where Qu De 
Temple is located, as well as Que De Tang town, where the so-called “Paleolith period” was 
discovered), and that has the appearance of a great falling curtain. There is a protective wall and 
trench surrounding the royal palace” (see reference 1, page 92). However, Bian Ba—who was Ji 
Long County’s Communist Party school principal, as well as the editor-in-chief of the annual 
bulletin “Ji Long County Annuals”—believed, according to literature and his own on-site 
investigation, that the valley formed by Vom phug, Gdung phug, and Phu Lag is the construction 
site of the second royal palace Pho Brang phyis khab Gong built by the fifth generation emperor. 
After careful examination and re-evaluation of all relevant literature, the author confirmed the 
construction site of the royal palace proposed by Bian Ba. 
Indeed, after Lha mchog lde’s reign, we again see the records concerning the Pho Brang phyi 
skhab Gong palace in the book “The Origin and Course of the Gung Thang Dynasty.” 
During the reign of the ninth generation emperor Btsun Pa Lde (1236-?), the emperor’s father 
died during a conflict battle against the Mon army, who was invited from the place called Ye Tsche 
by Spang Shod Ghos grags. Two years after the death of his father, Btsun Pa Lde was born. During 
this particular time of the Gung Thang dynasty, the power to rule the kingdom was handed over to 
the emperor’s youngest aunt Lha rin chen mtsho, who had already converted to Buddhism. This 
‘little aunt’ was clear about what to love and what to hate and was also a person with vision, and 
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thus told her niece Nyi Ma Vbum, daughter of her elder sister Lhag cig mdzes Ma and the Sajia 
temple law leader Sangca Suonanjiancan (1183-1239), to marry her nephew Btsun Pa Lde. 
Eventually, Nyi Ma Vbum indeed became the imperial consort of Btsun Pa Lde. In addition, Lha 
rin chen mtsho, out of anger and hatred, made use of the Tibet-wide influence of the Sajia temple 
and sent her army to Ye Tsche to massacre many people, in order to avenge the death of her 
brother. But soon afterwards, feeling guilty and regretful of the crime she committed, she 
performed numerous good deeds, such as constructing the Mabo Lha kang, Nor Gnas gsar, and 
Rgyud gsang rnying bshad grwa, located in Vom phug, as well as Sgos gzhis gdung phug tum dzad 
temple, located in Gdung phug, where she spent the remaining years of her life praying to Buddha 
to lead a pious life (see reference 1, pages 92 and 93. The geographical location of Vom phug and 
Gdung phug is 4-5 km from Phu Lag, and northwest of Ji Long county—according to the locals of 
Zhong Ge town, including the elderly villager Pu Wu Jian, A-wang [the person in charge of Zhong 
Ge town’s Qu De Temple], and Zha Xi [the former head of Ji Long county’s religion bureau]. 
Moreover, on June 7, 2009, under the supervision of Pu Wu Jian, Zha Xi, A-wang, and the driver 
Yun Dan, the author conducted an on-site investigation to confirm the aforementioned history of 
the ninth generation emperor). 
Although the specific dates of Btsun Pa Lde’s birth and death are not clear, supposing that he 
married at about 18 years of age, and applying the known birth date of his son Khri rgyal vbum lde 
mgon in 1253, then accordingly, subtracting 17 from 1253 gives approximately 1236 as the possible 
birth year of the emperor. 
 
Part Four: Khri rgyal vbum lde mgon and Zhaxi Palace (Bkra shis khyung rdzong dkar mo) 
—The Construction of Third Palace of the Gung Thang Dynasty  

When the tenth generation emperor Khri rgyal vbum lde mgon (1253-1280) was 18 years old in 
1270, he began the construction of the royal palace Bkra shis khyung rdzong dkar mo (this name 
means ‘auspicious, mythical white bird palace,’ also known as Mnga vris rdzong dkar) at the place 
called Me Rdo thang, which is presently located at the south tip of the big triangular plateau in 
Zhong Ge town and is also part of the larger architectural complex ruins.  
According to the records in “The Origin and Course of the Gung Thang Dynasty,” the 
construction of the royal palace Bkra shis khyung rdzong dkar mo began in 1270 and was 
completed in 1277. During these eight years, Emperor Khri rgyal vbum lde mgon had completed 
the construction of an architectural complex that includes the following buildings: King’s Palace, 
also called “Pin Zhang Ge Er Bo” or “White House,” which is located in the center of the complex; 
Imperial Consort Palace (reference 1 does not mention the exact position of the palace within the 
complex); 13 embattlement pillbox constructions; periphery city wall; Bkra shis sgo mang gtsug 
Lag Khang, located inside the palace (today, it is called “Zhong Ge Qu De” Temple or “Chos sde 
dgon”); “Ci Mei Que Dian” Tower (the name means ‘stainless tower’), located at the south corner 
outside of the periphery city wall (see reference 1, page 95–107); and so on.  
At that time, Zhong Ge Qu De Temple consisted of two parts: the main offering temple and the 
vestibule, used for assembly, although reference 1 does not explicitly point out if the temple has two 
storeys. Because the temple interior was built in stone and clay and had a multi-gated tower outside, 
the exterior of which was decorated with silver, jewelry and other precious materials, this temple 
was probably called the Qu De Temple. This auspicious tower was built at the centre of the offering 
temple, which has 24 columns; the vestibule has 36 columns. Therefore, the temple has 60 columns 
altogether.  
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Part Five: Construction, Reconstruction, and Decline of the Zhaxi Palace Complex (Bkra 

shis khyung rdzong dkar mo) 
One. The 13th generation emperor Khri bkra shis lde (1300?–1365). Supposing that his father Que 
Hui De was born in 1284, he probably had his son Khri bkra shis lde when he was 16 years old. 
Taking this then, his father’s birth year should be approximately 1300, which is obtained by adding 
16 years to 1284.   
During his reign, Khri bkra shis lde built the periphery walls of Bkra shis khyung rdzong dkar 
mo, the outer city walls, the pillbox Stag Tshangs bevu chen gyil cags khang, and a secret passage 
leading to the outside of the city; moreover, he dug a water well for drinking in the pillbox Chus 
bevu rdzong, as well as inside the Qu De Temple (according to on-site investigation, the so-called 
“Qu De Temple excavated water wells,” whose remains we can see today, are located outside the 
gate entrance Sgrol Ma Lha khang, thereby indicating that the emergence of the name “Sgrol Ma 
Lha khang” should be fairly recent. At the same time, we can deduce that at least during the 14th 
century, all of the temples within the kingdom began to be collectively called “Qu De Temple”. 
This name description does not refer to a particular temple, but is a standardized name for all the 
buildings within the kingdom that have a temple function). (See reference 1, page 113).  
Two. During or before the reign of the 16th generation emperor of the Gung Thang dynasty Ci La 
Wang Jian Sen (1404–1464), the Qu De Temple buildings underwent large scale reconstruction and 
extensions. For example, above the second floor of the former offering temple Zhaxi Guo Mang, 
architectural complexes referred to as “Wu Zi temple” were built. Moreover, the south wall of Wu 
Zi temple was shifted to the north side, and other wall foundations were built above the inner walls 
of the former offering temple, thereby actually decreasing the dimensions of the original offering 
temple.   
Three. The 19th generation emperor Khri Kun Bzang nyi zla grags bavi dpal (1514–1560) took 
his place on the throne in 1529 when he was 16 years old, and at once carried out significant 
maintenance works on the Gung Thang Kingdom and Zhong Ge Qu De temple (see reference 1, 
page 134).  
Four. According to the records on page 140 of the book The Origin and Course of the Gung 

Thang Dynasty, the 23rd generation emperor Khri rgyal bsod nams dbang phug Lde was born in 
1577 of the Zang calendar, in the year called ‘Fire Yin Cow,’ and died in 1620, the second year of 
occupation of the Gung Thang dynasty territory by Gtsang Pa Sde Pa Phun tshogs rnam rgyal 
(1550–1620). The emperor died the same year as Gtsang Pa Sde Pa Phun tshogs rnam rgyal. The 
Gung Thang dynasty thus came to the end.  
 

Part Six: Concluding Remarks 

The maintenance and reproduction work of the Zhong Ge Qu De Temple is still ongoing, and has 
already been included in the plans of the Tibet Autonomous Region’s conservation of cultural relics 
“ten-two-five” project. As one of the people in charge of the temple ruins protection project on the 
site of the archaeological excavations, the author will make every effort to carry out this work. At 
the same time, he hopes that all scholars, whether local or overseas, who have a concern for or are 
interested in this particular region’s culture and history will be able to offer pictures, texts and any 
other information or clues related to the temple in order to benefit the temple restoration and 
reproduction of the original appearance.  The author expresses his heartfelt thanks to anyone who is 
able to help. He sends his best wishes in advance to the absolute success of the conference.  
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Text, Art, Performance and Community: 

an Introduction to the Bon Ritual Project 

 
Charles Ramble, Ecole Pratique des Hautes Etudes, Paris 

 
The purpose of this project is to document aspects of Bonpo ritual that have been hitherto 
underrepresented in scholarly research. While most of the secondary literature on Bon has dealt 
with the history, philosophy and meditative systems of the religion, relatively few authors (with 
some notable exceptions) have been concerned with ritual. Furthermore, even those authors who 
have been worked on the topic of rituals have – understandably – dealt primarily with the textual 
aspect. While texts will also constitute a significant part of the Bon Ritual Project, it is intended 
that due importance be given to components such as the art and performance, as well as an 
appreciation of the ways in which rituals are integrated into the local economy and social 
environment.  
 
The setting for most of the research—at least in the initial phase of this project—is the 
community of Lubrak, a village of Tibetan-speaking hereditary Bonpo lamas located in Nepal’s 
Mustang District. Rituals in Lubrak are performed both by individual lamas for their private 
patrons, and also collectively, by the priestly community as a whole.  
 
The private rituals to be examined constitute the repertoire of the lama who represents the oldest 
priestly lineage in the community, the Ya ngal clan.  The Ya ngal family migrated from Tibet to 
what is now Nepal’s Mustang District in the early 12th century, where one of its members founded 
the priestly settlement of Lubrak. The holder of the lineage at the time, Trashi Gyaltsen, 
developed a sound basis of patronage in the surrounding area, sometimes – according to his 
biographies – resorting to magical methods to eliminate Buddhist competitors. A branch of the 
lineage migrated westwards to Dolpo, where it continues to flourish down to the present day. The 
family died out in Lubrak in the 19th century, and its last member—a nun—bequeathed the entire 
estate to an illegitimate boy. Five generations on, Lama Tshultrim is the current head of the family 
and the inheritor of the estate, including its archive, its ritual texts and other paraphernalia, and its 
network of patrons.  
 
The rituals that comprise Lama Tshultrim’s repertoire are contained in a manuscript (henceforth 
the Compendium) of about 900 folios, subdivided into 89 titled sections. Many of the rituals are 
performed on an ad hoc basis in response to special requests by patrons. Typically, a household 
will have been afflicted with some mishap: illness among its members, disease among its 
livestock, recurrent death of infants and so forth. The lama will be invited to investigate the 
situation, and on the basis of a divination will determine the cause of the trouble. He will then 
perform one or more rituals to dispel the agent responsible for the affliction. The requisite 
remedy is likely to involve one of more of the following: rites of repulsion (bzlog pa), ransom 
(glud) and the category of offerings called dö (mdos). Among the commonest in this category 
(which actually combines features of all three) is the so-called “Three-Headed Black One”, of 
which the Compendium contains several variants, including Mi nag mgo gsum and Srid pa’i gto 

nag mgo gsum. There are rites for the retrieval of lost souls (bla ’gug) that have been kidnapped 
by demons or witches, the suppression of various classes of vampires (sri mnan), prevention of 
calamities arising from karmic causes (lan chags), averting malicious gossip (mi kha) and 
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dispersing plagues of caterpillars (bu nag mgo dmar). The Compendium also contains a 
substantial section entitled gTo thams cad, “All the Rituals of Exorcism”, which deals with the 
repulsion of a range of malign entities. Also included are rituals to be performed on auspicious 
occasions such as marriages and consecrations of new houses, for example the rites of the Arrow 
with [Coloured] Tresses (mda’ dar) and Extolling the [blend of] Flour and Butter (phye dmar 

bstod pa).  
 
Extensive video recordings have been made of a number of these performances. One of the aims 
of the project is to make as much of this footage as possible available on a dedicated website. A 
large part of the Tibetan text has already been transcribed, and translations are in preparation. It is 
intended that footage of the ritual performances be accompanied by subtitles comprising the 
liturgy in both the original Tibetan and also in English.  
 
In addition to this repertoire, there are numerous rituals that are performed by the community as a 
whole as part of an annual cycle. The material support for these ceremonies is derived not from 
the donations of individual patrons, but from a long-standing system of investment by a large 
number of contributors. In essence, the accumulated principal from various donors is distributed 
among the priesthood, who invest it in trading ventures. 10 per cent of this principal is used to 
finance the community ceremonies, from which a commensurate amount of spiritual merit (bsod 

nams) is generated on behalf of the investor. Any trading profits beyond this 10 per cent are 
retained by the lamas. It is therefore the responsibility of the lamas themselves to fund these 
rituals in perpetuity with the interest on the non-repayable investments received by their 
ancestors. The relatively large amount of funding for these ceremonies means that the 
performances can be quite lavish. Most of the expenditure is on consumable items: meals for the 
lamas, beer (chang) and, above all, dough and butter sculptures, tormas (gtor ma). These tormas, 
representing the divinities invoked in the course of the ritual as well as the food-offerings that are 
made to the gods, are elaborate constructions that have received remarkably little attention in the 
scholarly literature. One component of the Bon Rituals Project will be to create a database of the 
tormas made for the ritual cycle of Lubrak (and later, the tormas made in other Bonpo 
monasteries and communities). Detailed photographs of all the tormas produced will be 
accompanied by video footage of the manufacturing process, along with excerpts from a Tibetan 
manual for the construction of Bonpo tormas (Phyi nang gsang gsum gtor ma bca’ thabs – “How 
to make ‘outer’, ‘inner’ and ‘secret’ tormas”).  
 
It is hoped that this project will contribute to scholarly understanding of Bon ritual, and encourage 
future researchers to engage with this little-known but fascinating aspect of Tibetan culture. 
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